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Abstract
We study the problem of training deep neural networks with Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU)
activation function using gradient descent and stochastic gradient descent. In particular, we
study the binary classification problem and show that for a broad family of loss functions, with
proper random weight initialization, both gradient descent and stochastic gradient descent can
find the global minima of the training loss for an over-parameterized deep ReLU network, under
mild assumption on the training data. The key idea of our proof is that Gaussian random
initialization followed by (stochastic) gradient descent produces a sequence of iterates that stay
inside a small perturbation region centering around the initial weights, in which the empirical
loss function of deep ReLU networks enjoys nice local curvature properties that ensure the global
convergence of (stochastic) gradient descent. Our theoretical results shed light on understanding
the optimization for deep learning, and pave the way for studying the optimization dynamics of
training modern deep neural networks.
1 Introduction
Deep neural networks have achieved great success in many applications like image processing
(Krizhevsky et al., 2012), speech recognition (Hinton et al., 2012) and Go games (Silver et al.,
2016). However, the reason why deep networks work well in these fields remains a mystery for long
time. Different lines of research try to understand the mechanism of deep neural networks from
different aspects. For example, a series of work tries to understand how the expressive power of
deep neural networks are related to their architecture, including the width of each layer and depth
of the network (Telgarsky, 2015, 2016; Lu et al., 2017; Liang and Srikant, 2016; Yarotsky, 2017,
2018; Hanin, 2017; Hanin and Sellke, 2017). These work shows that multi-layer networks with wide
layers can approximate arbitrary continuous function.
In this paper, we mainly focus on the optimization perspective of deep neural networks. It is
well known that without any additional assumption, even training a shallow neural network is an
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NP-hard problem (Blum and Rivest, 1989). Researchers have made various assumptions to get a
better theoretical understanding of training neural networks, such as Gaussian input assumption
(Brutzkus et al., 2017; Du et al., 2017a; Zhong et al., 2017) and independent activation assumption
(Choromanska et al., 2015; Kawaguchi, 2016). A recent line of work tries to understand the op-
timization process of training deep neural networks from two aspects: over-parameterization and
random weight initialization. It has been observed that over-parameterization and proper random
initialization can help the optimization in training neural networks, and various theoretical results
have been established (Safran and Shamir, 2017; Du and Lee, 2018; Arora et al., 2018a; Allen-Zhu
et al., 2018c; Du et al., 2018b; Li and Liang, 2018). More specifically, Safran and Shamir (2017)
showed that over-parameterization can help reduce the spurious local minima in one-hidden-layer
neural networks with Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation function. Du and Lee (2018) showed
that with over-parameterization, all local minima in one-hidden-layer networks with quardratic
activation function are global minima. Arora et al. (2018b) showed that over-parameterization
introduced by depth can accelerate the training process using gradient descent (GD). Allen-Zhu
et al. (2018c) showed that with over-parameterization and random weight initialization, both gra-
dient descent and stochastic gradient descent (SGD) can find the global minima of recurrent neural
networks.
The most related work to ours are Li and Liang (2018) and Du et al. (2018b). Li and Liang
(2018) showed that for a one-hidden-layer network with ReLU activation function using over-
parameterization and random initialization, GD and SGD can find the near global-optimal solutions
in polynomial time with respect to the accuracy parameter , training sample size n and the data
separation parameter δ1. Du et al. (2018b) showed that under the assumption that the population
Gram matrix is not degenerate2, randomly initialized GD converges to a globally optimal solution
of a one-hidden-layer network with ReLU activation function and quadratic loss function. However,
both Li and Liang (2018) and Du et al. (2018b) only characterized the behavior of gradient-based
method on one-hidden-layer shallow neural networks rather than on deep neural networks that are
widely used in practice.
In this paper, we aim to advance this line of research by studying the optimization properties of
gradient-based methods for deep ReLU neural networks. In specific, we consider an L-hidden-layer
fully-connected neural network with ReLU activation function. Similar to the one-hidden-layer case
studied in Li and Liang (2018) and Du et al. (2018b), we study binary classification problem and
show that both GD and SGD can achieve global minima of the training loss for any L ě 1, with
the aid of over-parameterization and random initialization. At the core of our analysis is to show
that Gaussian random initialization followed by (stochastic) gradient descent generates a sequence
of iterates within a small perturbation region centering around the initial weights. In addition, we
will show that the empirical loss function of deep ReLU networks has very good local curvature
properties inside the perturbation region, which guarantees the global convergence of (stochastic)
gradient descent. More specifically, our main contributions are summarized as follows:
• We show that with Gaussian random initialization on each layer, when the number of hidden
nodes per layer is at least rΩ`polypn, φ´1, Lq˘, GD can achieve zero training error withinrO`polypn, φ´1, Lq˘ iterations, where φ is the data separation distance, n is the number of
1More precisely, Li and Liang (2018) assumed that each data point is generated from distributions tDlu, and δ is
defined as δ :“ mini,jPrlstdistpsupppDiq, supppDjqqu.
2More precisely, Du et al. (2018b) assumed that the minimal singular value of H8 is greater than a constant,
where H8 is defined as H8i,j :“ Ew„Np0,IqrxJi xj 1twJxi ě 0,wJxj ě 0us and txiu are data points.
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training examples, and L is the number of hidden layers. Our result can be applied to a
broad family of loss functions, as opposed to cross entropy loss studied in Li and Liang (2018)
and quadratic loss considered in Du et al. (2018b).
• We also prove a similar convergence result for SGD. We show that with Gaussian ran-
dom initialization on each layer, when the number of hidden nodes per layer is at leastrΩ`polypn, φ´1, Lq˘, SGD can also achieve zero training error within rO`polypn, φ´1, Lq˘ iter-
ations.
• In terms of data distribution, we only make the so-called data separation assumption, which
is more realistic than the assumption on the gram matrix made in Du et al. (2018b). The
data separation assumption in this work is similar, but slightly milder, than that in Li and
Yuan (2017) in the sense that it holds as long as the data are sampled from a distribution
with a constant margin separating different classes.
When we were preparing this manuscript, we were informed that two concurrent work (Allen-
Zhu et al., 2018b; Du et al., 2018a) has appeared on-line very recently. Our work bears a similarity
to Allen-Zhu et al. (2018b) in the high-level proof idea, which is to extend the results for two-layer
ReLU networks in Li and Liang (2018) to deep ReLU networks. However, while Allen-Zhu et al.
(2018b) mainly focuses on the regression problems with least square loss, we study the classification
problems for a broad class of loss functions based on a milder data distribution assumption. Du
et al. (2018a) also studies the regression problem. Compared to their work, our work is based on a
different assumption on the training data and is able to deal with the nonsmooth ReLU activation
function.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we discuss the literature that
are most related to our work. In Section 3, we introduce the problem setup and preliminaries of
our work. In Sections 4 and 5, we present our main theoretical results and their proofs respectively.
We conclude our work and discuss some future work in Section 6.
2 Related Work
Due to the huge amount of literature on deep learning theory, we are not able to include all papers
in this big vein here. Instead, we review the following three major lines of research, which are most
related to our work.
One-hidden-layer neural networks with ground truth parameters Recently a series of
work (Tian, 2017; Brutzkus and Globerson, 2017; Li and Yuan, 2017; Du et al., 2017a,b; Zhang
et al., 2018) study a specific class of shallow two-layer (one-hidden-layer) neural networks, whose
training data are generated by a ground truth network called “teacher network”. This series of
work aim to provide recovery guarantee for gradient-based methods to learn the teacher networks
based on either the population or empirical loss functions. More specifically, Tian (2017) proved
that for two-layer ReLU networks with only one hidden neuron, GD with arbitrary initialization
on the population loss is able to recover the hidden teacher network. Brutzkus and Globerson
(2017) proved that GD can learn the true parameters of a two-layer network with a convolution
filter. Li and Yuan (2017) proved that SGD can recover the underlying parameters of a two-layer
residual network in polynomial time. Moreover, Du et al. (2017a,b) proved that both GD and SGD
can recover the teacher network of a two-layer CNN with ReLU activation function. Zhang et al.
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(2018) showed that GD on the empirical loss function can recover the ground truth parameters of
one-hidden-layer ReLU networks at a linear rate.
Deep linear networks Beyond shallow one-hidden-layer neural networks, a series of recent work
(Hardt and Ma, 2016; Kawaguchi, 2016; Bartlett et al., 2018; Arora et al., 2018a,b) focus on the
optimization landscape of deep linear networks. More specifically, Hardt and Ma (2016) showed
that deep linear residual networks have no spurious local minima. Kawaguchi (2016) proved that
all local minima are global minima in deep linear networks. Arora et al. (2018b) showed that depth
can accelerate the optimization of deep linear networks. Bartlett et al. (2018) proved that with
identity initialization and proper regularizer, GD can converge to the least square solution on a
residual linear network with quadratic loss function, while Arora et al. (2018a) proved the same
properties for general deep linear networks.
Generalization bounds for deep neural networks The phenomenon that deep neural net-
works generalize better than shallow neural networks have been observed in practice for a long
time (Langford and Caruana, 2002). Besides classical VC-dimension based results (Vapnik, 2013;
Anthony and Bartlett, 2009), a vast literature have recently studied the connection between the
generalization performance of deep neural networks and their architectures (Neyshabur et al., 2015,
2017a,b; Bartlett et al., 2017; Golowich et al., 2017; Arora et al., 2018c; Allen-Zhu et al., 2018a).
More specifically, Neyshabur et al. (2015) derived Rademacher complexity for a class of norm-
constrained feed-forward neural networks with ReLU activation function. Bartlett et al. (2017)
derived margin bounds for deep ReLU networks based on Rademacher complexity and covering
number. Neyshabur et al. (2017a,b) also derived similar spectrally-normalized margin bounds for
deep neural networks with ReLU activation function using PAC-Bayes approach. Golowich et al.
(2017) studied size-independent sample complexity of deep neural networks and showed that the
sample complexity can be independent of both depth and width under additional assumptions.
Arora et al. (2018c) proved generalization bounds via compression-based framework. Allen-Zhu
et al. (2018a) showed that an over-parameterized one-hidden-layer neural network can learn a one-
hidden-layer neural network with fewer parameters using SGD up to a small generalization error,
while similar results also hold for over-parameterized two-hidden-layer neural networks.
3 Problem Setup and Preliminaries
3.1 Notation
We use lower case, lower case bold face, and upper case bold face letters to denote scalars, vectors
and matrices respectively. For a positive integer n, we denote rns “ t1, . . . , nu. For a vector
x “ px1, . . . , xdqJ, we denote by }x}p “
`řd
i“1 |xi|p
˘1{p
the `p norm of x, }x}8 “ maxi“1,...,d |xi|
the `8 norm of x, and }x}0 “ |txi : xi ‰ 0, i “ 1, . . . , du| the `0 norm of x. We use Diagpxq to
denote a square diagonal matrix with the elements of vector x on the main diagonal. For a matrix
A “ pAijq P Rmˆn, we use }A}F to denote the Frobenius norm of A, }A}2 to denote the spectral
norm (maximum singular value), and }A}0 to denote the number of nonzero entries. We denote by
Sd´1 “ tx P Rd : }x}2 “ 1u the unit sphere in Rd.
For two sequences tanu and tbnu, we use an “ Opbnq to denote that an ď C1bn for some absolute
constant C1 ą 0, and use an “ Ωpbnq to denote that an ě C2bn for some absolute constant C2 ą 0.
In addition, we also use rOp¨q and rΩp¨q to hide some logarithmic terms in Big-O and Big-Omega
notations. We also use the following matrix product notation. For indices l1, l2 and a collection of
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matrices tArurPZ` , we denote
l2ź
r“l1
Ar :“
"
Al2Al2´1 ¨ ¨ ¨Al1 if l1 ď l2
I otherwise.
(3.1)
3.2 Problem Setup
Let tpx1, y1q, . . . , pxn, ynqu P pRd ˆ t´1, 1uqn be a set of n training examples. Let m0 “ d. We
consider L-hidden-layer neural networks as follows:
fWpxq “ vJσpWJLσpWJL´1 ¨ ¨ ¨σpWJ1 xq ¨ ¨ ¨ qq,
where σp¨q is the entry-wise ReLU activation function, Wl “ pwl,1, . . . ,wl,mlq P Rml´1ˆml , l “
1, . . . , L are the weight matrices, and v P t´1,`1umL is the fixed output layer weight vector with
half 1 and half ´1 entries. Let W “ tWlul“1,...,L be the collection of matrices W1, . . . ,WL, we
consider solving the following empirical risk minimization problem:
min
W
LSpWq “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
`pyipyiq, (3.2)
where pyi “ fWpxiq. Regarding the loss function `pxq, we make the following assumptions.
Assumption 3.1. The loss function `p¨q is continuous, and satisfies `1pxq ď 0, limxÑ8 `pxq “ 0 as
well as limxÑ8 `1pxq “ 0.
Assumption 3.1 has been widely made in the studies of training binary classifiers (Soudry et al.,
2017; Nacson et al., 2018; Ji and Telgarsky, 2018). In addition, we require the following assumption
which provides an upper bound on the derivative of `p¨q.
Assumption 3.2. There exists positive constants α0 and α1, such that for any x P R we have
´`1pxq ě mintα0, α1`ppxqu
where p ď 1 is a positive constant. Note that a0 can be `8.
This assumption holds for a large class of loss functions including hinge loss, cross-entropy
loss and exponential loss. It is worthy noting that when α0 “ `8 and p “ 1{2, this reduces to
Polyak- Lukojasiewicz (PL) condition (Polyak, 1963).
Assumption 3.3. The loss function `p¨q is λ-smooth, i.e., |`2pxq| ď λ for all x.
In addition, we make the following assumptions on the training data.
Assumption 3.4. }xi}2 “ 1 and pxiqd “ µ for all i P t1, . . . , nu, where µ P p0, 1q is a constant.
As is shown in the assumption above, the last entry of input x is considered to be a constant
µ, which introduces the bias term in the input layer of the network.
Assumption 3.5. For all i, i1 P t1, . . . , nu, if yi ‰ yi1 , then }xi ´ xi1}2 ě φ for some φ ą 0.
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Assumption 3.5 is a weaker version of Assumption 2.1 in Allen-Zhu et al. (2018b), which assumes
that every two different data points are separated by a constant. In comparison, Assumption 3.5
only requires that inputs with different labels are separated, which is a much more practical assump-
tion since it holds for all data distributions with margin φ, while the data separation distance in
Allen-Zhu et al. (2018b) is usually dependent on the sample size n when the examples are generated
independently.
Assumption 3.6. Define M “ maxtm1, . . . ,mLu, m “ mintm1, . . . ,mLu. We assume that M ď
2m.
Assumption 3.6 states that the number of nodes at all layers are of the same order. The constant
2 is not essential and can be replaced with an arbitrary constant greater than or equal to 1.
3.3 Optimization Algorithms
In this paper, we consider training a deep neural network with Gaussian initialization followed by
gradient descent/stochastic gradient descent.
Gaussian initialization. We say that the weight matrices W1, . . . ,WL are generated from Gaus-
sian initialization if each column of Wl is generated independently from the Gaussian distribution
Np0, 2{mlIq for all l “ 1, . . . , L.
Gradient descent. We consider solving the empirical risk minimization problem (3.2) with gra-
dient descent with Gaussian initialization: let W
p0q
1 , . . . ,W
p0q
L be weight matrices generated from
Gaussian initialization, we consider the following gradient descent update rule:
W
pkq
l “ Wpk´1ql ´ η∇WlLSpWpk´1ql q, l “ 1, . . . , L,
where η ą 0 is the step size (a.k.a., learning rate).
Stochastic gradient descent. We also consider solving (3.2) using stochastic gradient descent
with Gaussian initialization. Again, let tWp0ql uLl“1 be generated from Gaussian initialization. At
the k-th iteration, a minibatch Bpkq of training examples with batch size B is sampled from the
training set, and the stochastic gradient is calculated as follows:
G
pkq
l “
1
B
ÿ
iPBpkq
∇Wl`
“
yifWpkqpxiq
‰
, l “ 1, . . . , L.
The update rule for stochastic gradient descent is then defined as follows:
W
pk`1q
l “ Wpkql ´ ηGpkql , l “ 1, . . . , L,
where η ą 0 is the step size.
3.4 Preliminaries
Here we briefly introduce some useful notations and provide some basic calculations regarding the
neural network under our setting.
• Output after the l-th layer: Given an input xi, the output of the neural network after
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the l-th layer is
xl,i “ σpWJl σpWJl´1 ¨ ¨ ¨σpWJ1 xiq ¨ ¨ ¨ qq “
ˆ lź
r“1
Σr,iW
J
r
˙
xi,
where Σ1,i “ Diag
`
1tWJ1 xi ą 0u
˘
3, and Σl,i “ Diagr1tWJl p
śl´1
r“1 Σr,iWJr qxi ą 0us for
l “ 2, . . . , L.
• Output of the neural network: The output of the neural network with input xi is as
follows:
fWpxiq “ vJσpWJLσpWJL´1 ¨ ¨ ¨σpWJ1 xiq ¨ ¨ ¨ qq “ vJ
˜
Lź
r“l
Σr,iW
J
r
¸
xl´1,i,
where we define x0,i “ xi and the last equality holds for any l ě 1.
• Gradient of the neural network: The partial gradient of the training loss LSpWq with
respect to Wl is as follows:
∇WlLSpWq “
1
n
nÿ
i“1
`1pyipyiq ¨ yi ¨∇WlrfWpxiqs,
where
∇WlrfWpxiqs “ xl´1,ivJ
ˆ Lź
r“l`1
Σr,iW
J
r
˙
Σl,i.
4 Main Theory
In this section, we show that with random Gaussian initialization, over-parameterization helps
gradient based algorithms, including gradient descent and stochastic gradient descent, converge to
the global minimum, i.e., find some points with arbitrary small training loss.
4.1 Gradient Descent
We provide the following theorem which characterizes the required numbers of hidden nodes and
iterations such that the gradient descent can attain the global minimum of the empirical training
loss function.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose W
p0q
1 , . . . ,W
p0q
L are generated by Gaussian initialization. Then under
Assumptions 3.1-3.6, if set the step size η “ Opn´3L´9m´1q, the number of hidden nodes per layer
m “
$’&’%
rΩ`polypn, φ´1, Lq˘ 0 ď p ă 12rΩ`polypn, φ´1, Lq˘ ¨ Ω` logp1{q˘ p “ 12rΩ`polypn, φ´1, Lq˘ ¨ Ωp1´2pq 12 ă p ď 1,
3Here we slightly abuse the notation and denote 1ta ą 0u “ p1ta1 ą 0u, . . . ,1tam ą 0uqJ for a vector a P Rm.
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and the maximum number of iteration
K “
$’&’%
rO`polypn, φ´1, Lq˘ 0 ď p ă 12rO`polypn, φ´1, Lq˘ ¨O` logp1{q˘ p “ 12rO`polypn, φ´1, Lq˘ ¨Op1´2pq 12 ă p ď 1,
then with high probability, gradient descent can find a point WpKq such that LSpWpKqq ď .
Remark 4.2. Theorem 4.1 suggests that the required number of hidden nodes and the number of
iterations are both polynomial in the number of training examples n, and the separation parameter
φ. This is consistent with the recent work on the global convergence in training neural networks (Li
and Yuan, 2017; Du et al., 2018b; Allen-Zhu et al., 2018c; Du et al., 2018a; Allen-Zhu et al., 2018b).
Moreover, we prove that the dependence on the number of hidden layers L is also polynomial,
which is similar to Allen-Zhu et al. (2018b) and strictly better than Du et al. (2018a), where the
dependence on L is proved to be eΩpLq. Regarding different loss functions (depending on α0 and p
according to Assumption 3.2), the dependence in  ranges from rOp´1q to rOp1q.
Based on the results in Theorem 4.1, we are able to characterize the required number of hidden
nodes per layer that gradient descent can find a point with zero training error in the following
corollary.
Corollary 4.3. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 4.1, if `p0q ą 0, then gradient descent
can find a point with zero training error if the number of hidden nodes per layer is at least m “rΩ`polypn, φ´1, Lq˘.
4.2 Stochastic Gradient Descent
Regarding stochastic gradient descent, we make the following additional assumption on the deriva-
tive of the loss function `pxq, which is necessary to control the optimization trajectory of SGD.
Assumption 4.4. There exist positive constants α0, α1, ρ0, ρ1 with α0 ă ρ0, α1 ă ρ1 such that for
any x P R, we have
mintα0, α1`ppxqu ď |`1pxq| ď mintρ0, ρ1`ppxqu,
where p ď 1 is a positive constant and ρ0{α0 “ Op1q.
Apparently, this assumption is stronger than Assumption 3.2, since in addition to the lower
bound of |`1pxq|, we also require that |`1pxq| is upper bounded by a function of the loss `pxq with
the same order p as the lower bound. Moreover, if α0 “ 8, it follows that ρ0 “ 8, and the
assumption reduces to α1`
ppxq ď |`1pxq| ď ρ1`ppxq. If α0 ă 8, we have ρ0 ă 8, which implies that
`pxq is ρ0-Lipschitz.
Theorem 4.5. Suppose W
p0q
1 , . . . ,W
p0q
L are generated by Gaussian random. Then under Assump-
tions 3.1-3.6 and 4.4, if the step size η “ Opn´3L´9m´1q, the number of hidden nodes per layer
satisfies
m “
$’&’%
rΩ`polypn, φ´1, Lq˘ 0 ď p ă 12rΩ`polypn, φ´1, Lq˘ ¨ Ω` log2p1{q˘ p “ 12rΩ`polypn, φ´1, Lq˘ ¨ Ωp2´4pq 12 ă p ď 1,
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and the number of iteration
K “
$’&’%
rO`polypn, φ´1, Lq˘ 0 ď p ă 12rO`polypn, φ´1, Lq˘ ¨O` logp1{q˘ p “ 12rO`polypn, φ´1, Lq˘ ¨Op1´2pq 12 ă p ď 1,
then with high probability, stochastic gradient descent can find a point WpKq such that LSpWpKqq ď
.
Similar to gradient descent, the following corollary characterizes the required number of hidden
nodes per layer that stochastic gradient descent can achieve zero training error.
Corollary 4.6. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 4.5, if `p0q ą 0, then stochastic
gradient descent can find a point with zero training error if the number of hidden nodes per layer
is at least m “ rΩ`polypn, φ´1, Lq˘.
Remark 4.7. Theorem 4.5 suggests that, to find the global minimum, both the required number
of hidden nodes and the number of iterations for stochastic gradient descent are also polynomial
in n, φ and L, which matches the result in Allen-Zhu et al. (2018b) for the regression problem. In
addition, as it cannot be directly observed in Corollaries 4.3 and 4.6, we remark here that compared
with gradient descent, the required numbers of hidden nodes and iterations of stochastic gradient
to achieve zero training error is worse by a factor ranging from Opn2q to Opn4q. The detailed
comparison can be found in the proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.5.
5 Proof of the Main Theory
In this section, we provide the proof of the main theory, including Theorems 4.1 and 4.5. Our
proofs for these two theorems can be decomposed into the following five steps:
1. We prove the basic properties for Gaussian random matrices tWlul,...,L in Theorem 5.1, which
constitutes a basic structure of the neural network after Gaussian random initialization.
2. Based on Theorem 5.1, we analyze the effect of } ¨ }2-perturbations on Gaussian initialized
weight matrices within a perturbation region with radius τ , and show that the neural network
enjoys good local curvature properties in Theorem 5.3.
3. Based on the assumption that all iterates are within the perturbation region centering at
Wp0q with radius τ , we establish the convergence results in Lemmas 5.4 and 5.6, and derive
conditions on the product of iteration number k and step size η that guarantees convergence.
4. We show that as long as the product of iteration number k and step size η is smaller than
some quantity T , (stochastic) gradient descent with k iterations remains in the perturbation
region centering around the Gaussian initialization Wp0q, which justifies the application of
Theorem 5.3 to the iterates of (stochastic) gradient descent.
5. We finalize the proof by ensuring that (stochastic) gradient descent converges before kη
exceeds T by setting on the number of hidden nodes in each layer m to be large enough.
The following theorem summarizes some high probability results of neural networks with Gaus-
sian random initialization, which is pivotal to establish the subsequent theoretical analyses.
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Theorem 5.1. Suppose that W1, . . . ,WL are generated by Gaussian initialization. Then under
Assumptions 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6, there exist absolute constants C,C
1
, C, C 1, C2 ą 0 such that for any
δ ą 0, β ą 0 and positive integer s, as long as
m ě C maxtL4φ´4 logpn2L{δq, rβ´1 logpnL{δqs2{3, n2φ´1 logpn2{φqu, s ě C logpnL2{δq, (5.1)
and φ ď C mintL´1, µu, with probability at least 1´ δ, all the following results hold:
(i)
ˇˇ}xl,i}2 ´ 1ˇˇ ď C 1LalogpnL{δq{m, }Wl}2 ď C 1 for all l “ 1 . . . , L and i “ 1, . . . , n.
(ii)
››}xl,i}´12 xl,i ´ }xl,i1}´12 xl,i1››2 ě φ{2 for all l “ 1, . . . , L and i, i1 P t1, . . . , nu such that yi ‰ yi1 .
(iii) |pyi| ď C 1alogpn{δq for all i “ 1, . . . , n.
(iv)
ˇˇtj P rmls : |xwl,j ,xl´1,iy| ď βuˇˇ ď 2m3{2l β for all l “ 1, . . . , L and i “ 1, . . . , n.
(v)
››WJl2`śl2´1r“l1 Σr,iWJr ˘››2 ď C 1L for all 1 ď l1 ă l2 ď L and i “ 1, . . . , n.
(vi) vJ
`śL
r“l Σr,iWJr
˘
a ď C 1Las logpMq for all l “ 1, . . . , L, i “ 1, . . . , n and all a P Sml´1´1
with }a}0 ď s .
(vii) bJWJl2
`śl2´1
r“l1 Σr,iW
J
r
˘
a ď C 1Las logpMq{m for all l “ 1, . . . , L, i “ 1, . . . , n and all a P
Sml1´1´1,b P Sml2´1 with }a}0, }b}0 ď s.
(viii) For any a “ pa1, . . . , anqJ P Rn`, there exist at least C 1mLφ{n nodes satisfying››››› 1n
nÿ
i“1
aiσ
1pxwL,j ,xL´1,iyqxL´1,i
›››››
2
ě C2}a}8{n.
Remark 5.2. Theorem 5.1 summarizes all the properties we need for Gaussian initialization.
In the sequel, we always assume that results (i)-(viii) hold for the Gaussian initialization. The
parameters β and s in Theorem 5.1 are introduced to characterize the activation pattern of the
ReLU activation functions in each layer. Their values that directly help the final convergence proof
is derived during the proof of Theorem 5.3 as β “ OpL4{3τ2{3m´1{2q and s “ OpL4{3τ2{3mq, where
τ “ rOpn´9L´17φ3q is the perturbation level. Therefore, the condition on the rate of m1, . . . ,mL
given by (5.1) is satisfied under the final assumptions on m given in Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.5.
We perform } ¨ }2-perturbation on the collection of random matrices tWlul“1,...,L with pertur-
bation level τ , which formulates a perturbation region centering at tWlul“1,...,L with radius τ .
Let ĂW “ tĂW1, . . . ,ĂWLu and xW “ txW1, . . . ,xWLu be two collections of weight matrices. For
l “ 1, . . . , L, denote rxl,i, pxl,i be the output of the l-th hidden layer of the ReLU network with input
xi and weight matrices ĂW and xW respectively. Define rx0,i “ rx0,i “ xi, and
rΣl,i “ Diag`1tĂWJl,1rxl´1,iu, . . . ,1tĂWJl,Lrxl´1,iu˘, pΣl,i “ Diag`1txWJl,1pxl´1,iu, . . . ,1txWJl,Lpxl´1,iu˘
for all l “ 1, . . . , L. We summarize their properties in the following theorem.
Theorem 5.3. Suppose that W1, . . . ,WL are generated via Gaussian initialization, and all results
(i)-(viii) in Theorem 5.1 hold. Let tĂWlul“1,...,L, txWlul“1,...,L be perturbed weight matrices satisfying
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}ĂWl ´ Wl}2, }xWl ´ Wl}2 ď τ , l “ 1, . . . , L. Then under Assumptions 3.5 and 3.6, there exist
absolute constants C,C
1
, C, C 1, such that as long as τ ď CtrL´11plogpMqq´3{2s ^ pφ3{2n´3L´2qu,
the following results hold:
(i) }ĂWl}2 ď C for all l P rLs.
(ii) }pxl,i ´ rxl,i}2 ď CL ¨řlr“1 }xWr ´ ĂWr}2 for all l P rLs and i P rns.
(iii) }pΣl,i ´ rΣl,i}0 ď CL4{3τ2{3ml for all l P rLs and i P rns.
(iv)
ˇˇtj P rmLs : there exists i P rns such that prΣL,i ´ΣL,iqjj ‰ 0uˇˇ ď CnL4{3τ2{3mL.
(v)
››śl2
r“l1 rΣr,iĂWJr ››2 ď CL for all 1 ď l1 ă l2 ď L.
(vi) vJ
`śL
r“l rΣr,iĂWJr ˘a ď C 1L5{3τ1{3aM logpMq for all a P Rml´1 satisfying }a}2 “ 1, }a}0 ď
CL4{3τ2{3ml and any 1 ď l ď L.
(vii) The squared Frobenius norm of the partial gradient with respect to the weight matrix in the
last hidden layer has the following lower bound:
}∇WLrLSpĂWqs}2F ě C 1mLφn5
ˆ nÿ
i“1
`1pyiryiq˙2.
where ryi “ fĂWpxiq.
(viii) The spectral norms of gradients and stochastic gradients at each layer have the following
upper bounds:
››∇WlrLSpĂWqs››2 ď ´CL2M1{2n
nÿ
i“1
`1pyiryiq and ›› rGl››2 ď ´CL2M1{2B ÿ
iPB
`1pyiryiq,
where ryi “ fĂWpxiq, B “ |B| denotes the minibatch size in SGD.
The gradient lower bound provided in (vii) implies that within the perturbation region, the
empirical loss function of deep neural network enjoys good local curvature properties, which play
an essential role in the convergence proof of (stochastic) gradient descent. The gradient upper
bound in (viii) quantifies how much the weight matrices of the neural network would change during
(stochastic) gradient descent, which is utilized to guarantee that the weight matrices won’t escape
from the perturbation region during the training process.
5.1 Proof of Theorem 4.1
We organize our proof as the following three steps: (1) we first assume that during gradient descent,
each iterate is in the preset perturbation region centering at Wp0q with radius τ , and use the results
in Theorem 5.3 to establish the convergence guarantee; (2) we prove the upper bound of the number
of iteration such that the distance between the iterate and the initial point does not exceed τ ; (3)
we compute the minimum number of hidden nodes such that gradient descent achieves the target
accuracy before exceeding the upper bound derived in step (2).
For step (1), the following lemma provides the convergence guarantee of gradient descent while
assuming all iterates are in the preset perturbation region, i.e., }Wpkql ´Wp0ql }2 ď τ for all l “
1, . . . , L and k “ 1, . . . ,K.
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Lemma 5.4. Suppose that W
p0q
1 , . . . ,W
p0q
L are generated via Gaussian initialization, and all results
(i)-(viii) in Theorem 5.1 hold. Under Assumptions 3.1-3.6, if }Wpkql ´Wp0ql }2 ď τ for all l “ 1, . . . , L
and k “ 1, . . . ,K with perturbation level τ “ Opn´9L´17φ3q, the step size η “ Opn´3L´9m´1φq
and
Kη “
$’&’%
rΩ`n5´2p{pmφq˘ 0 ď p ă 12rΩpn4{pmφq˘ ¨ Ω` logp1{qq p “ 12rΩ`n5´2p1´2p{pmφq˘ 12 ă p ď 1
when α0 “ 8,
Kη “
$’&’%
rΩ`n5{pmφq˘ 0 ď p ă 12rΩ`n5{pmφq˘` rΩpn4{pmφq˘ ¨ Ω` logp1{qq p “ 12rΩ`n5{pmφq˘` rΩ`n5´2p{pmφq˘ ¨ Ω`1´2p˘ 12 ă p ď 1
when α0 ă 8, then gradient descent is able to find a point WpKq such that LSpWpKqq ď .
The following lemma provides the upper bound of the iteration number such that the distance
between the iterate and the initial point does not exceed the perturbation radius τ .
Lemma 5.5. Suppose that W
p0q
1 , . . . ,W
p0q
L are generated by Gaussian initialization, and all results
(i)-(viii) in Theorem 5.1 hold. Then there exist a constant T “ OpL´4n´3τ2φq such for all iteration
number k and step size η satisfying kη ď T , it holds that }Wpkql ´Wp0ql }2 ď τ for all l P rLs.
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 4.1 based on Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The proof is straightforward. By Lemma 5.5, it suffices to show that the
lower bound of Kη derived in Lemma 5.4 is smaller than T “ OpL´4n´3τ2φq “ OpL´38n´21φ7q,
where we plug in the assumption that τ “ Opn´9L´17φ3q. Therefore, we can derive the following
lower bound on the number of hidden nodes per layer, i.e., m:
• α0 “ 8:
m “
$’&’%
rΩ`n26´2pL38{φ8˘ 0 ď p ă 12rΩpn25L38{φ8˘ ¨ Ω` logp1{q˘ p “ 12rΩ`n26´2pL38{φ8˘ ¨ Ω`1´2p˘ 12 ă p ď 1.
• α0 ă 8:
m “
$’&’%
rΩ`n26L38{φ8˘ 0 ď p ă 12rΩ`n26L38{φ8˘` rΩ`n25L38{φ8˘ ¨ Ω` logp1{q˘ p “ 12rΩ`n26´2pL38{φ8˘` rΩ`n26L38{φ8˘ ¨ Ωp1´2pq 12 ă p ď 1.
Moreover, the required number of iterations, i.e., K can be directly derived by combining the results
of Kη in Lemma 5.4 and the choice of the step size η “ Opn´3L´9m´1φq, thus we omit the detail
here.
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5.2 Proof of Theorem 4.5
Similar to the proof for gradient descent, we first deliver the following lemma which characterizes the
convergence of stochastic gradient descent for the training of ReLU network under the assumption
that all iterates are in the preset perturbation region.
Lemma 5.6. Suppose that W
p0q
1 , . . . ,W
p0q
L are generated by Gaussian initialization, and all results
(i)-(viii) in Theorem 5.1 hold. Under Assumptions 3.1-3.6 and 4.4, if }Wpkql ´Wp0ql }2 ď τ for all
l “ 1, . . . , L and k “ 1, . . . ,K with perturbation level τ “ Opn´9L´17φ3q, the step size η “
OpBn´4L´9m´1φq, and
Kη “
$’&’%
rΩ`n5´2p{pmφq˘ 0 ď p ă 12rΩpn4{pmφq˘ ¨ Ω` logp1{qq p “ 12rΩ`n5´2p1´2p{pmφq˘ 12 ă p ď 1
when α0 “ 8,
Kη “
$’&’%
rΩ`n5{pmφq ` n5´2p{pmφq˘ 0 ď p ă 12rΩ`n5{pmφq˘` rΩpn4{pmφq˘ ¨ Ω` logp1{qq p “ 12rΩ`n5{pmφq ` n5´2p1´2p{pmφq˘ 12 ă p ď 1
when α0 ă 8, then stochastic gradient descent is able to find a point WpKq such that LSpWpKqq ď
.
The following lemma provides the upper bound of the iteration number such that the distance
between the iterate and the initial point does not exceed the perturbation radius τ .
Lemma 5.7. Suppose that W
p0q
1 , . . . ,W
p0q
L are generated by Gaussian initialization, and all results
(i)-(viii) in Theorem 5.1 hold. If the step size η “ Opφm´1n2p´7L´8B2q, then there exists T with
rate T “ rOpL´2n´1Bm´1{2τq when α0 “ 8 and T “ OpL´2m´1{2τq when α ă 8 such that for all
iteration number k satisfying kη ď T , with high probability it holds that }Wpkql ´Wp0ql }2 ď τ for
all l P rLs.
Proof of Theorem 4.5. Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1, the minimum required number of hid-
den nodes per layer can be derived by setting the lower bound of Kη in Lemma 5.6 to be smaller
than T “ rOpL´2n´1m´1{2τq “ rOpn´10L´19m´1{2φ3q when α0 “ 8 or T “ OpL´2m´1{2τq “
Opn´9L´19m´1{2φ3q when α0 ă 8. Therefore the minimum required number of hidden nodes per
layer satisfies
• α0 “ 8:
m “
$’&’%
rΩ`n30´4pL38{φ8˘ 0 ď p ă 12rΩpn28L38{φ8˘ ¨ Ω` logp1{q˘ p “ 12rΩ`n30´4pL38{φ8˘ ¨ Ω`2´4p˘ 12 ă p ď 1.
• α0 ă 8:
m “
$’&’%
rΩ`n28L38{φ8˘ 0 ď p ă 12rΩ`n28L38{φ8˘` rΩ`n26L38{φ8˘ ¨ Ω` log2p1{q˘ p “ 12rΩ`n28L38{φ8˘` rΩ`n28´4pL38{φ8˘ ¨ Ωp2´4pq 12 ă p ď 1.
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We now proceed to derive the required iteration numbers. By Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7, we can set the
step size to be η “ Opφm´1n2p´7L´9B2q. Then using the bound of Kη derived in Lemma 5.6, we
have
• α0 “ 8:
K “
$’&’%
rO`n12´4pB´2L9φ´2˘ 0 ď p ă 12rO`n10B´2L9φ´2˘ ¨O` logp1{qq p “ 12rO`n12´4pB´2L9φ´2˘ ¨O`1´2p˘ 12 ă p ď 1.
• α0 ă 8:
K “
$’&’%
rO`n12´2pB´2L9φ´2˘ 0 ď p ă 12rO`n11B´2L9φ´2˘` rO`n10B´2L9φ´2˘ ¨O` logp1{qq p “ 12rO`n12´2pB´2L9φ´2˘` rO`n12´4pB´2L9φ´2˘ ¨O`1´2p˘ 12 ă p ď 1.
This completes the proof.
6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we studied training deep neural networks by gradient descent and stochastic gradient
descent. We proved that both gradient descent and stochastic gradient descent can achieve global
minima of over-parameterized deep ReLU networks with random initialization, for a general class of
loss functions, with only mild assumption on training data. Our theory sheds light on understanding
why stochastic gradient descent can train deep neural networks very well in practice, and paves the
way to study the optimization dynamics of training more sophisticated deep neural networks.
In the future, we will sharpen the polynomial dependence of our results on those problem-specific
parameters.
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A Proof of Theorem 5.1
In this section we provide the proof of Theorem 5.1. The bound for }Wl}2 given by result (i) in
Theorem 5.1 follows from standard results for Gaussian random matrices with independent entries
(See Corollary 5.35 in Vershynin (2010)). We split the rest results into several lemmas and prove
them separately.
We first give the bound for the norms of the outputs of each layer. Intuitively, since the columns
of Wl are sampled independently from Np0, 2{mlIq, given the output of the previous layer xl´1,i,
the expectation of }WJl xl´1,i}22 is 2}xl´1,i}22. Moreover, the ReLU activation function truncates
roughly half of the entries of WJl xl´1,i to zero, and therefore }xl,i}22 should be approximately equal
to }xl´1,i}22. This leads to Lemma A.1 and Corollary A.2.
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Lemma A.1. Denote by wl,j the j-th column of Wl. Suppose that for any l “ 1, . . . , L, wl,1, . . . ,wl,ml
are generated independently from Np0, 2{mlIq. Then there exists an absolute constant C such that
for any δ ą 0, as long as ml ě C2 logpnL{δq, with probability at least 1´ δ,
ˇˇ}xl,i}22 ´ }xl´1,i}22 ˇˇ ď C}xl´1,i}22 ¨
d
logpnL{δq
ml
for all i “ 1, . . . , n and l “ 1, . . . , L.
Proof of Lemma A.1. For any fixed i P t1, . . . , nu, l P t1, . . . , Lu and j P t1, . . . ,mlu, condition on
xl´1,i we have wJl,jxl´1,i „ Np0, 2}xl´1,i}22{mlq. Therefore,
Erσ2pwJl,jxl´1,iq|xl´1,is “ 12Erpw
J
l,jxl´1,iq2|xl´1,is “ 1ml }xl´1,i}
2
2.
Since }xl,i}22 “
řml
j“1 σ2pwJl,jxl´1,iq and condition on xl´1, }σ2pwJl,jxl´1,iq}ψ1 ď C1}xl´1,i}22{ml for
some absolute constant C1, by Bernstein inequality (See Proposition 5.16 in Vershynin (2010)), for
any ξ ě 0 we have
P
´ˇˇ}Σl,iWJl xl´1,i}22 ´ }xl´1,i}22 ˇˇ ě }xl´1,i}22ξ ˇˇˇxl´1,i¯ ď 2 expp´C2ml mintξ2, ξuq.
Taking union bound over l and i gives
P
´ˇˇ}xl,i}22 ´ }xl´1,i}22 ˇˇ ď }xl´1,i}22ξ, i “ 1, . . . , n, l “ 1, . . . , L¯ ě 1´ 2nL expp´C2ml mintξ2, ξuq.
The inequality above further implies that if ml ě C23 logpnL{δq, then with probability at least 1´δ,
we have
ˇˇ}xl,i}22 ´ }xl´1,i}22 ˇˇ ď C3}xl´1,i}22 ¨
d
logpnL{δq
ml
for any i “ 1, . . . , n and l “ 1, . . . , L, where C3 is an absolute constant. This completes the
proof.
Corollary A.2. Under the same conditions as Lemma A.1, with probability at least 1´ δ,
ˇˇ}xl,i}2 ´ 1ˇˇ ď Clc logpnL{δq
m
,
where m “ mintm1, . . . ,mLu, and C is an absolute constant.
Proof of Corollary A.2. The result directly follows by Lemma A.1 and induction.
By Corollary A.2, we can see that the norms of the inputs are roughly preserved after passing
through layers in the ReLU neural network with properly scaled Gaussian random weights. We
now proceed to show (ii) in Theorem 5.1, which states that the inner product of any two samples,
although may not be preserved throughout layers, also share a common upper bound based on the
Assumption 3.5. The detailed results are given in Lemmas A.3, A.4 and Corollary A.5 below.
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Lemma A.3. For θ ą 0, let Z1, Z2 be two jointly Gaussian random variables with EpZ1q “
EpZ2q “ 0, EpZ21 q “ EpZ22 q “ 1 and EpZ1Z2q ď 1´ θ2{2. If θ ď κ for some small enough absolute
constant κ, then
ErσpZ1qσpZ2qs ď 1
2
´ 1
4
θ2 ` Cθ3,
where C is an absolute constant.
Proof of Lemma A.3. Denote α “ EpZ1Z2q. It is clear that the maximum of ErσpZ1qσpZ2qs is
achieved when α “ 1 ´ θ2{2, which is the case that gives the highest correlation between Z1 and
Z2. Hence it suffices to consider this special case. By symmetry we have
ErσpZ1qσpZ2qs “ EpZ1Z2|Z1 ě 0, Z2 ě 0qPpZ1 ě 0, Z2 ě 0q
“ EpZ1Z2|Z1 ď 0, Z2 ď 0qPpZ1 ď 0, Z2 ď 0q.
Therefore,
α “ EpZ1Z2q
“ EpZ1Z2 1tZ1 ě 0, Z2 ě 0uq ` EpZ1Z2 1tZ1 ď 0, Z2 ď 0uq ` EpZ1Z2 1tZ1 ď 0, Z2 ě 0uq
` EpZ1Z2 1tZ1 ě 0, Z2 ď 0uq
“ 2 ¨ ErσpZ1qσpZ2qs ` 2 ¨ EpZ1Z2 1tZ1 ď 0, Z2 ě 0uq.
Rearranging terms gives
ErσpZ1qσpZ2qs “ 1
2
α´ EpZ1Z2 1tZ1 ď 0, Z2 ě 0uq “ 1
2
α` Ep´Z1Z2 1t´Z1 ě 0, Z2 ě 0uq. (A.1)
We now show that for small enough θ we have Ep´Z1Z2 1t´Z1 ě 0, Z2 ě 0uq “ Opθ3q. Let pU1, U2q
be a standard Gaussian random vector. Then p´Z1, Z2q d“ pU1,´αU1 `
?
1´ α2U2q, and
Ep´Z1Z2 1t´Z1 ě 0, Z2 ě 0uq “ I1 ` I2,
where
I1 “
?
1´ α2
2pi
ż `8
0
du1
ż `8
αu1?
1´α2
du2
"
u1u2 exp
„
´ 1
2
pu21 ` u22q
*
,
I2 “ ´ α
2pi
ż `8
0
du1
ż `8
αu1?
1´α2
du2
"
u21 exp
„
´ 1
2
pu21 ` u22q
*
.
For I1, it follows by direct calculation that I1 “ p1 ´ α2q3{2{p2piq “ Opθ3q. For I2, integration by
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parts gives
I2 “ ´α
2pi
ż `8
0
exp
ˆ
´ u
2
1
2
˙
¨ d
du1
«
u1
ż `8
αu1?
1´α2
exp
ˆ
´ u
2
2
2
˙
du2
ff
du1
“ ´α ¨ PpU1 ě 0,´αU1 `
a
1´ α2U2 ě 0q ` α
2pi
¨ α?
1´ α2 ¨
ż `8
0
u1 exp
ˆ
´ u
2
1
2p1´ α2q
˙
du1
“ ´α ¨ PpU1 ě 0,´αU1 `
a
1´ α2U2 ě 0q ` 1
2pi
α2
a
1´ α2.
Note that tpu1, u2q : u1 ě 0,´αu1 `
?
1´ α2u2u is a cone in R2 with angle arccospαq. Therefore,
by the rotation invariant property of spherical Gaussian density function, we have
PpU1 ě 0,´αU1 `
a
1´ α2U2 ě 0q “ 1
2pi
arccospαq.
For arccos function we have the following expansion:
arccosp1´ xq “ ?2x`
?
2
12
x
3
2 `Opx 52 q.
Therefore when α “ 1´ θ2{2 for small enough constant θ, we have
arccospαq “ θ ` 1
24
θ3 `Opθ5q,
Therefore we have
I2 “ ´α
2pi
„
θ ` 1
24
θ3 `Opθ5q ´ α
a
1´ α2

“ Opθ3q.
Combining the obtained rates with (A.1) completes the proof.
Lemma A.4. Suppose that wl,1, . . . ,wl,ml are generated independently from Np0, 2{mlIq. Let
xl´1,i “ xl´1,i{}xl´1,i}2, i “ 1, . . . , n. For any fixed i, i1 P t1, . . . , nu, if φ ď κL´1 for some small
enough absolute constant κ, then for any δ ą 0, if m “ mintm1, . . . ,mLu ě CL4φ´4 logp4n2L{δq
for some large enough absolute constant C, with probability at least 1´ δ,
}xl,i ´ xl,i1}2 ě r1´ p2Lq´1 logp2qslφ
for all i, j “ 1, . . . , n, l “ 1, . . . , L.
Proof of Lemma A.4. We first consider any fixed l ě 1. Suppose that }xl´1,i ´ xl´1,i1}2 ě r1 ´
p2Lq´1 logp2qsl´1φ. If we can show that under this condition, with high probability
}xl,i ´ xl,i1}2 ě r1´ p2Lq´1 logp2qslφ,
then the result of the lemma follows by union bound and induction. Denote
φl´1 “ r1´ p2Lq´1 logp2qsl´1φ.
Then by assumption we have }xl´1,i ´ xl´1,i1}22 ě φ2l´1. Therefore xJl´1,ixl´1,i1 ď 1 ´ φ2l´1{2. It
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follows by direct calculation that
E
`}xl,i ´ xl,i1}22 ˇˇxl´1,i,xl´1,i1˘ “ E`}xl,i}22 ` }xl,i1}22 ˇˇxl´1,i,xl´1,i1˘´ 2E`xJl,ixl,i1 ˇˇxl´1,i,xl´1,i1˘
“ p}xl´1,i}22 ` }xl´1,i1}22q ´ 2E
`
xJl,ixl,i1
ˇˇ
xl´1,i,xl´1,i1
˘
.
By Lemma A.3 and the assumption that φl´1 ď φ ď κ, we have
E
`
xJl,ixl,i1
ˇˇ
xl´1,i,xl´1,i1
˘ “ E« mlÿ
j“1
σpwJl,jxl´1,iqσpwJl,jxl´1,i1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇxl´1,i,xl´1,i1
ff
“ }xl´1,i}2}xl´1,i1}2 ¨ E
«
mlÿ
j“1
σpwJl,jxl´1,iqσpwJl,jxl´1,i1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇxl´1,i,xl´1,i1
ff
ď 2
m
}xl´1,i}2}xl´1,i1}2 ¨m ¨
ˆ
1
2
´ 1
4
φ2l´1 ` Cφ3l´1
˙
“ }xl´1,i}2}xl´1,i1}2 ¨
ˆ
1´ 1
2
φ2l´1 ` 2Cφ3l´1
˙
.
Therefore,
E
`}xl,i ´ xl,i1}22 ˇˇxl´1,i,xl´1,i1˘ ě p}xl´1,i}2 ´ }xl´1,i1}2q2 ` }xl´1,i}2}xl´1,i1}2pφ2l´1 ´ 4Cφ3l´1q.
(A.2)
Condition on xl´1,i and xl´1,i1 , by Lemma 5.14 in Vershynin (2010) we have››rσpwJl,jxl´1,iq ´ σpwJl,jxl´1,i1qs2››ψ1 ď 2“››rσpwJl,jxl´1,iq››ψ2 ` ››σpwJl,jxl´1,i1q››ψ2‰2
ď C1p}xl´1,i}2 ` }xl´1,i1}2q2{ml,
where C1 is an absolute constant. Therefore if ml ě C22 logp4n2L{δq, similar to the proof of
Lemma A.1, by Bernstein inequality and union bound, with probability at least 1 ´ δ{p4n2Lq we
have
ˇˇ}xl,i ´ xl,i1}22 ´ E`}xl,i ´ xl,i1}22 ˇˇxl´1,i,xl´1,i1˘ˇˇ ď C2p}xl´1,i}2 ` }xl´1,i1}2q2 ¨
d
logp2n2L{δq
ml
,
where C2 is an absolute constant. Therefore with probability at least 1´ δ{p4n2Lq we have
}xl,i ´ xl,i1}22 ě p}xl´1,i}2 ´ }xl´1,i1}2q2 ` }xl´1,i}2}xl´1,i1}2pφ2l´1 ´ 4Cφ3l´1q
´ C2p}xl´1,i}2 ` }xl´1,i1}2q2 ¨
d
logp1{δq
ml
.
By union bound and Lemma A.1, if mr ě C3L4φ´4l logp4n2L{δq, r “ 1, . . . , l for some large enough
absolute constant C3 and φ ď κL´1 for some small enough absolute constant κ, then with proba-
bility at least 1´ δ{p2n2Lq we have
}xl,i ´ xl,i1}22 ě r1´ p4Lq´1 logp2qsφ2l´1 ě r1´ p4Lq´1 logp2qs2φ2l´1.
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Moreover, by Lemma A.1, with probability at least 1´ δ{p2n2Lq we haveˇˇ}xl,i ´ xl,i1}2 ´ }xl,i ´ xl,i1}2 ˇˇ ď }xl,i ´ xl,i}2 ` }xl,i1 ´ xl,i1}2
“ ˇˇ1´ }xl,i}2 ˇˇ` ˇˇ1´ }xl,i1}2 ˇˇ
ď p4Lq´1 logp2q ¨ φ2l´1,
and therefore with probability at least 1´ δ{pn2Lq, we have
}xl,i ´ xl,i1}2 ě r1´ p2Lq´1 logp2qsφl´1 “ r1´ p2Lq´1 logp2qslφ.
Applying union bound and induction over l “ 1, . . . , L completes the proof.
Corollary A.5. Under the same conditions in Lemma A.4, with probability at least 1´ δ,
}xl,i ´ xl,i1}2 ě φ{2
for all i, i1 “ 1, . . . , n, l “ 1, . . . , L.
Proof of Corollary A.5. It directly follows by Lemma A.4 and the fact that 1 ´ x{2 ě e´x for
x P r0, logp2qs.
The following lemma gives the bound of pyi. It relies on the fact that half of the entries of v are
1’s and the other half are ´1’s.
Lemma A.6. Suppose that tWluLl“1 are generated via Gaussian initialization. Then for any δ ą 0,
with probability at least 1´ δ, it holds that
|pyi| “ |fWpxiq| ď Calogpn{δq
for all i “ 1, . . . , n, where C is an absolute constant.
Proof of Lemma A.6. Note that half of the entries of v are 1’s and the other half of the entries
are ´1’s. Therefore, without loss of generality, here we assume that v1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ vmL{2 “ 1 and
vmL{2`1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ vmL “ ´1. Clearly, we have Eppyiq “ 0. Moreover, plugging in the value of v gives
pyi “ mL{2ÿ
j“1
rσpwJL,jxL´1,iq ´ σpwJL,j`mL{2xL´1,iqs.
Apparently, we have }σpwJL,jxL´1,iq´σpwJL,j`mL{2xL´1,iq}ψ2 ď C1m
´1{2
L for some absolute constant
C1. Therefore by Hoeffding’s inequality and Corollary A.2, with probability at least 1´ δ, it holds
that
|pyi| ď C2alogpn{δq
for all i “ 1, . . . , n.
We now prove (iv) in Theorem 5.1, which characterizes the activation pattern of ReLU networks
with a parameter β. We summarize the result in Lemma A.7.
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Lemma A.7. Define
Sl,ipβq “ tj P rmls : |xwl,j ,xl´1,iy| ď βu.
For any δ ą 0, if ml ě C maxtrβ´1 logpnL{δqs2{3, L2 logpnL{δqu for some large enough constant
C ą 0, then with probability at least 1´ δ, |Sl,ipβq| ď 2m3{2l β for all l “ 1, . . . , L and i “ 1, . . . , n.
Proof of Lemma A.7. For fixed l P t1, . . . , Lu and i P t1, . . . , nu, define Zj “ 1t|xwl,j ,xl´1,iy| ď βu.
Note that by Corollary A.2, with probability at least 1´ expr´Ωpm{L2qs we have }xl´1,i}2 ě 1{2.
Condition on xl´1,i, we have
EpZjq “ Ppj P Sl,iq ď p2mlq
1{2
?
2pi
ż β
´β
e´x2ml{2dx ď pi´1{2βm1{2l .
Then by Bernstein inequality, with probability at least 1´ expp´Ωpm3{2l βqq,
mlÿ
j“1
Zj ď 2 ¨m3{2l β.
Applying union bound over l “ 1, . . . , L, i “ 1, . . . , n and using the assumption that m3{2l β ě
C logpnL{δq completes the proof.
We now prove (v)-(vii) in Theorem 5.1. These results together characterize the Lipschitz con-
tinuity of the gradients. To show these results, we utilize similar proof technique we used in
Lemma A.1 and combine the resulting bound with covering number arguments. The details are
given in Lemmas A.8, A.9 and A.10.
Lemma A.8. For any i “ 1, . . . , n and 1 ď l1 ă l2 ď L, define
Λi,l1,l2 “ sup
aPSml1´1´1,bPSml2´1
bJWJl2
˜
l2´1ź
r“l1
Σr,iW
J
r
¸
a.
If m ě C logpnL2{δq for some absolute constant C, then with probability at least 1´ δ we have
Λi,l1,l2 ď C 1L
for all i “ 1, . . . , n and 1 ď l1 ă l2 ď L, where C 1 is an absolute constant.
Proof of Lemma A.8. Denote l0 “ l1 ´ 1, δ1 “ δ{pnL2q and
gpa,bq “ bJWJl2
˜
l2´1ź
r“l1
Σr,iW
J
r
¸
a.
Let N1 “ N rSml0´1, 1{4s, N2 “ N rSml2´1, 1{4s be 1{4-nets covering Sml0´1 and Sml2´1 respec-
tively. Then by Lemma 5.2 in Vershynin (2010), we have
|N1| ď 9ml0 , |N2| ď 9ml2 .
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A key observation is that, for any i, l and any fixed vector α P Rml´1 , although Σl,i is defined by
xl´1,i instead of α, it still holds that
E
`}Σl,iWJl α}22 ˇˇxl´1,i˘ “ E
«
mlÿ
j“1
1
 
wJl,jxl´1,i ą 0
(`
wJl,jα
˘2 ˇˇˇˇˇxl´1,i
ff
“ E
#
mlÿ
j“1
1
 
wJl,jxl´1,i ą 0
(“
wJl,jpα{ `αKq
‰2 ˇˇˇˇˇxl´1,i
+
“
mlÿ
j“1
E
“
1
 
wJl,jxl´1,i ą 0
(`
wJl,jα{
˘2 ˇˇ
xl´1,i
‰
`
mlÿ
j“1
E
“
1
 
wJl,jxl´1,i ą 0
(`
wJl,jαK
˘2 ˇˇ
xl´1,i
‰
“ }α{}22 ` }αK}22
“ }α}22,
where α{ “ αJxl´1,i{}xl´1,i}22¨xl´1,i and αK “ α´α{. Therefore, similar to the proof of Lemma A.1
and Corollary A.2, with probability at least 1´ δ1{2 we have›››››
˜
l2´1ź
r“l1
Σr,iW
J
r
¸pa›››››
2
ď C0L
c
logp2 ¨ 9ml2 {δ1q
m
for all pa P N1, where C0 is an absolute constant. Therefore by Assumption 3.6 and the assumption
that m ě C logp1{δ1q for some absolute constant C, with probability at least 1´ δ1, we have
|gppa, pbq| ď C1Lc logp2 ¨ 9ml0`ml2 {δ1q
m
ď C2L
c
ml0 `ml2 `m
m
ď C3L
for all pa P N1 and pb P N2, where C1, C2, C3 are absolute constants. For any a P Sml0´1 and
b P Sml2´1, there exists pa P N1 and pb P N2 such that }a ´ pa}2 ď 1{4, }b ´ pb}2 ď 1{4. Therefore,
we have
gpa,bq ď |gppa, pbq| ` |gpa,bq ´ gppa, pbq|
ď C3L` |gpa,bq ´ gppa,bq| ` |gppa,bq ´ gppa, pbq|.
Since gpa,bq is a bilinear function, we have
|gpa,bq ´ gppa,bq| “ |gpa´ pa,bq| ď }a´ pa}2 ˇˇˇˇgˆ a´ pa}a´ pa}2 ,b
˙ˇˇˇˇ
ď }a´ pa}2Λi,l1,l2 ď Λi,l1,l2{4.
Similarly, we also have
|gppa,bq ´ gppa, pbq| ď Λi,l1,l2{4.
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Therefore, we have
Λi,l1,l2 ď C4L,
where C4 is an absolute constant. Applying union bound over all i “ 1, . . . , n and all 1 ď l1 ă l2 ď L
completes the proof.
Lemma A.9. For any i “ 1, . . . , n and 1 ď l ď L, If s ě C logpnL{δq for some absolute constant
C, then with probability at least 1´ δ, we have
Γi,l,s “ sup
aPSml´1´1}a}0ďs
vJ
˜
Lź
r“l
Σr,iW
J
r
¸
a ď C 1Las logpMq
for all i “ 1, . . . , n and l “ 1, . . . , L, where C 1 is an absolute constant.
Proof of Lemma A.9. Denote l0 “ l1´ 1 and δ1 “ δ{pnLq. LetM be a fixed subspace of Rml0 with
sparsity s. Then there are
`
ml0
s
˘
choices of M. let N “ YMN pM, 1{2q be the union of 1{2-nets
covering each choice of M. Then by Lemma 5.2 in Vershynin (2010), we have
|N | ď
ˆ
ml0
s
˙
5s.
Let
gpaq “ v
J
}v}2
˜
Lź
r“l1
Σr,iW
J
r
¸
a,
then similar to the proof of Lemma A.8, with probability at least 1´ δ1,
|gppaq| ď C1L
d
log
“
5s ¨ `ml0s ˘{δ1‰
m
ď C1L
d
log
“
5s ¨ peml0{sqs
‰` s
m
ď C2L
c
s logpmq
m
for all pa P N , where C1, C2 are absolute constants. For any a P Sml0´1 with at most s non-zero
entries, there exists pa P N such that }a´ pa}2 ď 1{2. Therefore, we have
gpaq ď |gppaq| ` |gpaq ´ gppaq|
ď C3L
c
s logpmq
m
` |gpaq ´ gppaq|.
Since gpaq is linear and }v}2 “ ?mL, we have
|gpaq ´ gppaq| “ |gpa´ paq| ď }a´ pa}2 ˇˇˇˇgˆ a´ pa}a´ pa}2
˙ˇˇˇˇ
ď m´1{2L }a´ pa}2Γi,l,s ď m´1{2L Γi,l,s{2.
Therefore, we have
Γi,l,s ď C3L
a
s logpmq,
where C3 is an absolute constant. Applying union bound over all i “ 1, . . . , n and all 1 ď l ď L
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completes the proof.
Lemma A.10. For any i “ 1, . . . , n and 1 ď l1 ă l2 ď L, define
pΛi,l1,l2,s “ sup
aPSml1´1´1,bPSml2´1,
}a}0,}b}0ďs
bJWJl2
˜
l2´1ź
r“l1
Σr,iW
J
r
¸
a.
If s ě C logpnL2{δq for some absolute constant C, then with probability at least 1´ δ we have
pΛi,l1,l2,s ď C 1L
c
s logpmq
m
for all i “ 1, . . . , n and 1 ď l1 ă l2 ď L, where C 1 is an absolute constant.
Proof of Lemma A.10. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma A.8 and Lemma A.9. Denote
l0 “ l1 ´ 1 and δ1 “ δ{pnL2q. Let M1 and M2 be fixed subspaces of Rml0 and Rml2 with
sparsity s respectively. Then there are
`
ml0
s
˘
choices of M1 and
`
ml2
s
˘
choices of M2. let N1 “
YM1N rM1, 1{4s, N2 “ YM1N rM2, 1{4s be the union of 1{4-nets covering each choice of M1 and
M2 respectively. Then by Lemma 5.2 in Vershynin (2010),
|N1| ď
ˆ
ml0
s
˙
9s, |N2| ď
ˆ
ml2
s
˙
9s.
Let
gpa,bq “ bJWJl2
˜
l2´1ź
r“l1
Σr,iW
J
r
¸
a
Similar to previous proofs, it can be shown that with probability at least 1´ δ1{2,›››››
˜
l2´1ź
r“l1
Σr,iW
J
r
¸pa›››››
2
ď C0L
c
logp2 ¨ 9ml0 {δ1q
m
for all pa P N1, where C0 is an absolute constant. Therefore with probability at least 1´ δ1, we have
|gppa, pbq| ď C1L
d
log
“
92s ¨ `ml0s ˘ ¨ `ml2s ˘{δ1‰
m
ď C1L
d
log
“
92s ¨ peml0{sqs ¨ peml2{sqs{δ1
‰
m
ď C2L
c
s logpml0ml2q ` s
m
ď C3L
c
s logpmq
m
for all pa P N1 and pb P N2, where C1, C2, C3 are absolute constants. For any a P Sml0´1 and
b P Sml2´1 with at most s non-zero entries, there exists pa P N1 and pb P N2 such that }a´pa}2 ď 1{4,
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}b´ pb}2 ď 1{4. Therefore, we have
gpa,bq ď |gppa, pbq| ` |gpa,bq ´ gppa, pbq|
ď C3L
c
s logpmq
m
` |gpa,bq ´ gppa,bq| ` |gppa,bq ´ gppa, pbq|.
Since gpa,bq is a bilinear function, we have
|gpa,bq ´ gppa,bq| “ |gpa´ pa,bq| ď }a´ pa}2 ˇˇˇˇgˆ a´ pa}a´ pa}2 ,b
˙ˇˇˇˇ
ď }a´ pa}2rΛi,l1,l2,s ď pΛi,l1,l2,s{4.
Similarly, we also have
|gpa,bq ´ gppa,bq| ď pΛi,l1,l2,s{4.
Therefore, we have
pΛi,l1,l2,s ď C4L
c
s logpmq
m
,
where C4 is an absolute constant. Applying union bound over all i “ 1, . . . , n and all 1 ď l1 ă l2 ď L
completes the proof.
We now prove (viii) in Theorem 5.1. In order to prove this result, we first show that the inner
products between normalized hidden layer outputs are lower bounded by a constant related to µ.
Lemma A.11. For θ ą 0, let Z1, Z2 be two jointly Gaussian random variables with EpZ1q “
EpZ2q “ 0, EpZ21 q “ EpZ22 q “ 1. Then
ErσpZ1qσpZ2qs ě 1
2
ErσpZ1qσpZ2qs.
Proof of Lemma A.11. The proof follows by direct calculation. By definition, we have
EpZ1Z2q “ EpZ1Z2 1tZ1 ě 0, Z2 ě 0uq ` EpZ1Z2 1tZ1 ď 0, Z2 ď 0uq ` EpZ1Z2 1tZ1 ď 0, Z2 ě 0uq
` EpZ1Z2 1tZ1 ě 0, Z2 ď 0uq
“ 2 ¨ ErσpZ1qσpZ2qs ` 2 ¨ EpZ1Z2 1tZ1 ď 0, Z2 ě 0uq.
Rearranging terms gives
ErσpZ1qσpZ2qs “ 1
2
EpZ1Z2q ´ EpZ1Z2 1tZ1 ď 0, Z2 ě 0uq ě 1
2
EpZ1Z2q.
This completes the proof.
Lemma A.12. Suppose that W1, . . . ,WL are generated via Gaussian initialization. Let xl,i “
xl,i{}xl,i}2, i “ 1, . . . , n. For any δ ą 0, if m “ě CL4µ´4 logpn2L{δq for some large enough absolute
constant C, then with probability at least 1´ δ,
xJl,ixl,i1 ě µ2r1´ p2Lq´1 logp2qsl
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for all i, i1 P t1, . . . , nu and all l P rLs.
Proof of Lemma A.12. We prove the result by induction. Suppose that xJl,ixl,i ě µ2p1´p2Lq´1 logp2qql.
Then by Lemma A.11, we have
EpxJl,ixl,i1 |xl´1,i,xl´1,i1q ě 12ErpW
J
l xl´1,iqJpWlxl´1,i1qs “ xJl´1,ixl´1,i1 .
Condition on xl´1,i and xl´1,i1 , we have››σpwJl,jxl´1,iq ¨ σpwJl,jxl´1,i1q››ψ1 ď C1››rσpwJl,jxl´1,iq››ψ2 ¨ ››σpwJl,jxl´1,i1qs2››ψ2
ď C2}xl´1,i}2}xl´1,i1}2{ml,
where C1, C2 are absolute constants. Note that we have r1´p2Lq´1 logp2qsl ě r1´p2Lq´1 logp2qsL ě
1{2. Therefore if m ě CL4µ´4 logpn2L{δq for some large enough constant C, then by Bernstein
inequality, union bound and (i), with probability at least 1´ δ we have
xJl,ixl,i1 ě xJl´1,ixl´1,i1 ´ C3}xl´1,i}2}xl´1,i1}2
d
logpn2L{δq
ml
“ }xl´1,i}2}xl´1,i1}2xJl´1,ixl´1,i1 ´ C3}xl´1,i}2}xl´1,i1}2
d
logpn2L{δq
ml
.
Therefore
xJl,ixl,i1 ě xJl´1,ixl´1,i1 ´ C3}xl´1,i}2}xl´1,i1}2
d
logpn2L{δq
ml
“ }xl,i}´12 }xl,i1}´12 }xl´1,i}2}xl´1,i1}2
«
xJl´1,ixl´1,i1 ´ C3
d
logpn2L{δq
ml
ff
ě µ2r1´ p2Lq´1 logp2qsl´1 ¨ r1´ p4Lq´1 logp2qs ´ µ2r1´ p2Lq´1 logp2qsl´1 ¨ p4Lq´1 logp2q
ě µ2r1´ p2Lq´1 logp2qsl.
This completes the proof.
Corollary A.13. Suppose that W1, . . . ,WL are generated via Gaussian initialization. Let xl,i “
xl,i{}xl,i}2, i “ 1, . . . , n. For any δ ą 0, if m ě CL4µ´4 logpn2L{δq for some large enough absolute
constant C, then with probability at least 1´ δ,
xJl,ixl,i1 ě µ2{2.
for all i, i1 P t1, . . . , nu and all l P rLs.
Proof of Corollary A.13. It directly follows by Lemma A.12 and the fact that 1 ´ x{2 ě e´x for
x P r0, logp2qs.
Lemma A.14. Let z1, . . . , zn P Sd´1 be n unit vectors and y1, . . . , yn P t´1, 1u be the correspond-
ing labels. Assume that for any i ‰ j such that yi ‰ yj , }zi ´ zj}2 ě rφ and zJi zj ě rµ2 for some
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rφ, rµ ą 0. For any a “ pa1, . . . , anqJ P Rn`, let hpwq “ řni“1 aiyiσ1pxw, ziyqzi where w „ Np0, Iq is
a Gaussian random vector. If rφ ď rµ{2, then there exist absolute constants C,C 1 ą 0 such that
P
“}hpwq}2 ě C}a}8‰ ě C 1rφ{n.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that a1 “ }a}8. Since }z1}2 “ 1, we can construct an
orthonormal matrix Q “ rz1,Q1s P Rdˆd. Let u “ QJw „ Np0, Iq be a standard Gaussian random
vector. Then we have
w “ Qu “ u1z1 `Q1u1,
where u1 :“ pu2, . . . , udqJ is independent of u1. We define the following two events based on a
parameter γ P p0, 1s:
E1pγq “
 |u1| ď γ(, E2pγq “  |xQ1u1, ziy| ě γ for all zi such that }zi ´ z1}2 ě rφ(.
Let Epγq “ E1pγq X E2pγq. We first give lower bound for PpEq “ PpE1qPpE2q. Since u1 is a standard
Gaussian random variable, we have
PpE1q “ 1?
2pi
ż γ
´γ
exp
ˆ
´ 1
2
x2
˙
dx ě
c
2
pie
γ.
Moreover, by definition, for any i “ 1, . . . , n we have
xQ1u1, ziy „ N
“
0, 1´ pzJ1 ziq2
‰
.
Let I “ ti : }zi ´ z1}2 ě rφu. By the assumption that φ ď rµ{2, for any i P I, we have
´1` rφ2{2 ď ´p1´ rµ2q ` rµ2 ď xzi, z1y ď 1´ rφ2{2,
and if rφ2 ď 2, then
1´ pzJ1 ziq2 ě rφ2 ´ rφ4{4 ě rφ2{2.
Therefore for any i P I,
Pr|xQ1u1, ziy| ă γs “ 1?
2pi
ż r1´pzJ1 ziq2s´1{2γ
´r1´pzJ1 ziq2s´1{2γ
exp
ˆ
´ 1
2
x2
˙
dx ď
c
2
pi
γ
r1´ pzJ1 ziq2s1{2
ď 2?
pi
γrφ´1.
By union bound over I, we have
PpE2q “ Pr|xQ1u1, ziy| ě γ, i P Is ě 1´ 2?
pi
nγrφ´1.
Therefore we have
PpEq ě
c
2
pie
γ ¨
ˆ
1´ 2?
pi
nγrφ´1˙.
Setting γ “ ?pirφ{p4nq, we obtain PpEq ě rφ{p?32enq. Now let I 1 “ rnszpIYt1uq. Then conditioning
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on event E , we have
hpwq “
nÿ
i“1
aiyiσ
1pxw, ziyqzi
“ a1y1σ1pu1qz1 `
ÿ
iPI
aiyiσ
1`u1xz1, ziy ` xQ1u1, ziy˘zi ` ÿ
iPI1
aiyiσ
1`u1xz1, ziy ` xQ1u, ziy˘zi
“ a1y1σ1pu1qz1 `
ÿ
iPI
aiyiσ
1`xQ1u1, ziy˘zi ` ÿ
iPI1
aiyiσ
1`u1xz1, ziy ` xQ1u1, ziy˘zi, (A.3)
where the last equality follows from the fact that conditioning on event E , for all i P I, it holds
that |xQ1u1, ziy| ě |u1| ě |u1xz1, ziy|. We then consider two cases: u1 ą 0 and u1 ă 0, which occur
equally likely conditioning on E . Therefore we have
P
„
}hpwq}2 ě inf
u
p1q
1 ą0,up2q1 ă0
max
 ››hpup1q1 z1 `Q1u1q››2, ››hpup2q1 z1 `Q1u1q››2(ˇˇˇˇE ě 1{2.
By the inequality maxt}a}2, }b}2u ě }a´ b}2{2, we have
P
„
}hpwq}2 ě inf
u
p1q
1 ą0,up2q1 ă0
››hpup1q1 z1 `Q1u1q ´ hpup2q1 z1 `Q1u1q››2{2ˇˇˇˇE ě 1{2. (A.4)
For any u
p1q
1 ą 0 and up2q1 ă 0, denote w1 “ up1q1 z1 `Q1u1, w2 “ up2q1 z1 `Q1u1. We now proceed to
give lower bound for }hpw1q ´ hpw2q}2. By (A.3), we have
hpw1q ´ hpw2q “ a1y1z1 `
ÿ
iPI1
a1iyizi, (A.5)
where
a1i “ ai
“
σ1
`
u
p1q
1 xz1, ziy ` xQ1u1, ziy
˘´ σ1`up2q1 xz1, ziy ` xQ1u1, ziy˘‰.
Note that for all i P I 1, we have yi “ y1 and xz1, ziy ě 1´ rφ2{2 ě 0. Therefore, since up1q1 ą 0 ą up2q1 ,
we have
σ1
`
u
p1q
1 xz1, ziy ` xQ1u1, ziy
˘´ σ1`up2q1 xz1, ziy ` xQ1u1, ziy˘ ě 0.
Therefore a1i ě 0 for all i P I 1 and
hpw1q ´ hpw2q “ a1y1z1 `
ÿ
iPI1
a1iy1zi “ y1
ˆ
a1z1 `
ÿ
iPI1
a1izi
˙
,
We have shown that xzi, z1y ě 0 for all i P I 1. Therefore we have
}hpw1q ´ hpw2q}2 ě
›››››y1
˜
a1z1 `
ÿ
iPI1
a1izi
¸›››››
2
ě
C
a1z1 `
ÿ
iPI1
a1izi, z1
G
ě a1.
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Since the inequality above holds for any u
p1q
1 ą 0 and up2q1 ă 0, taking infimum gives
inf
u
p1q
1 ą0,up2q1 ă0
}hpw1q ´ hpw2q}2 ě a1. (A.6)
Plugging (A.6) back to (A.4), we obtain
P
“}hpwq}2 ě a1{2ˇˇE‰ ě 1{2,
Since a1 “ }a}8 and PpEq ě rφ{p?32enq, we have
P
“}hpwq}2 ě C}a}8‰ ě C 1rφ{n,
where C and C 1 are absolute constants. This completes the proof.
Lemma A.15. There exist absolute constants C,C 1, C2, C3 ą 0 such that, if m ě Cn2φ´1 logp4nq,
then with probability at least 1´ expp´C 1mLφ{nq, for any a “ pa1, . . . , anqJ P Rn`, there exist at
least C2mLφ{n nodes that satisfy››››› 1n
nÿ
i“1
aiyiσ
1pxwL,j ,xL´1,iyqxL´1,i
›››››
2
ě C3}a}8{n
Proof of Lemma A.15. For any given j P t1, . . . ,mLu and pa with }pa}8 “ 1, by Lemma A.14, we
have
P
«››››› 1n
nÿ
i“1
paiyiσ1pxwL,j ,xL´1,iyqxL´1,i
›››››
2
ě C1
n
ff
ě C2φ
n
,
where C1, C2 ą 0 are absolute constants. Let Sn´18,` “ ta P Rn` : }a}8 “ 1u, andN “ N rSn´18,`, C1{p4nqs
be a C1{p4nq-net covering Sn´18,` in `8 norm. Then we have
|N | ď p4n{C1qn.
For j “ 1, . . . ,mL, define
Zj “ 1
«››››› 1n
nÿ
i“1
paiyiσ1pxwL,j ,xL´1,iyqxL´1,i
›››››
2
ě C1
n
ff
.
Let pφ “ C2φ{n. Then by Bernstein inequality and union bound, with probability at least 1 ´
expr´C3mLpφ ` n logp4n{C1qs ě 1´ exppC4mLφ{nq, we have
1
mL
mLÿ
j“1
Zj ě pφ{2, (A.7)
where C3, C4 are absolute constants. For any a P Sn´18,`, there exists pa P N such that
}a´ pa}8 ď C1{p4nq.
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Therefore, we haveˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
››››› 1n
nÿ
i“1
aiyiσ
1pxwL,j ,xL´1,iyqxL´1,i
›››››
2
´
››››› 1n
nÿ
i“1
paiyiσ1pxwL,j ,xL´1,iyqxL´1,i
›››››
2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď
››››› 1n
nÿ
i“1
aiyiσ
1pxwL,j ,xL´1,iyqxL´1,i ´ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
paiyiσ1pxwL,j ,xL´1,iyqxL´1,i
›››››
2
ď 2
n
nÿ
i“1
|ai ´ pai|
ď C1
2n
. (A.8)
By (A.7) and (A.8), it is clear that with probability at least 1´ exppC4mLφ{nq, for any a P Sn´18,`,
there exist at least mLpφ{2 nodes on layer L that satisfy››››› 1n
nÿ
i“1
aiyiσ
1pxwL,j ,xL´1,iyqxL´1,i
›››››
2
ě C1
2n
.
This completes the proof.
B Proof of Theorem 5.3
It is clear that the bound on ĂWl can be proved trivially, since by triangle inequality we have
}ĂW}2 ď }W}2 ` }ĂW ´W}2 ď C for some large enough absolute constant C. In the following we
directly use this result without referring to Theorem 5.3. Similar to the proof of Theorem 5.1, we
split the rest results into the following lemmas and prove them separately.
Lemma B.1. Suppose that W1, . . . ,WL are generated via Gaussian initialization, and all results
(i)-(viii) in Theorem 5.1 hold. For τ ą 0, let ĂW1, . . . ,ĂWL with }ĂWl ´ Wl}2 ď τ , l “ 1, . . . , L
be the perturbed matrices. Let rΣl,i, l “ 1, . . . , L, i “ 1, . . . , n be diagonal matrices satisfying
}rΣl,i´Σl,i}0 ď s and |prΣl,i´Σl,iqjj |, |prΣl,iqjj | ď 1 for all l “ 1, . . . , L, i “ 1, . . . , n and j “ 1, . . . ,ml.
If τ,
a
s logpMq{m ď κL´3 for some small enough absolute constant κ, then››››› l2ź
r“l1
rΣr,iĂWJr
›››››
2
ď CL
for any 1 ď l1 ă l2 ď L, where C is an absolute constant.
Proof. Note that we have
rΣr,iĂWJr “ Σr,iWJr ` prΣr,i ´Σr,iqWJr ` rΣr,ipĂWr ´WrqJ.
Therefore, let Ar,i “ tΣr,iWJr , prΣr,i ´Σr,iqWJr , rΣr,ipĂWr ´WrqJu, r “ l1, . . . , l2, then we have
l2ź
r“l1
rΣr,iĂWJr “ ÿ
Al1,iPAl1,i,...,Al2,iPAl2,i
˜
l2ź
r“l1
Ar,i
¸
.
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For the rest of the proof, we denote by |Σ| the diagonal matrix with absolute values of elements of
Σ on the corresponding entries. For each sequence Al1,i, . . . ,Al2,i, denote
pΣr,i “ # |rΣr,i ´Σr,i|, if r ě 2 and Ar´1,i “ prΣr´1,i ´Σr´1,iqWJr´1,
I, otherwise.
Then we have
l2ź
r“l1
Ar,i “
l2ź
r“l1
Ar,i pΣr,i.
When Ar,i “ Σr,iWr for all r “ l1, . . . , l2, then the bound of }śl2r“l1 Ar,i}2 is given by (v)
in Theorem 5.1. For all the other terms in the expansion, we consider sequences of the form
Br2,ip
śr2´1
r“r1`1 Σr,iW
J
r qBr1,i, where
Br2,i P tprΣr2,i ´Σr2,iqWJr2 , rΣr2,ipĂWr2 ´Wr2qJu,
Br1,i P t|rΣr1,i ´Σr1,i|, rΣr1,ipĂWr1 ´Wr1qJu.
By (vii) in Theorem 5.1, there exists an absolute constant C1 such that }Br2,ip
śr2´1
r“r1`1 Σr,iW
J
r qBr1,i}2
with different choices of Br1,i and Br2,i have the following bounds:
1. If Br1,i “ |rΣr1,i ´Σr1,i|, Br2,i “ prΣr2,i ´Σr2,iqWJr2 , then }Br2,ipśr2´1r“r1`1 Σr,iWJr qBr1,i}2 ď
C1L
a
s logpMq{m.
2. If Br1,i “ rΣr1,ipĂWr1´Wr1qJ, Br2,i “ rΣr2,ipĂWr2´Wr2qJ, then }Br2,ipśr2´1r“r1`1 Σr,iWJr qBr1,i}2 ď
C1Lτ
2
3. Otherwise, }Br2,ip
śr2´1
r“r1`1 Σr,iW
J
r qBr1,i}2 ď C1Lτ .
For any fixed sequence Al1,i P Al1,i, . . . ,Al2,i P Al2,i, let
p1 “
ˇˇtr : Ar,i “ rΣr,ipĂWr ´WrqJuˇˇ, p2 “ ˇˇtr : Ar,i “ prΣr,i ´Σr,iqWJr uˇˇ, p3 “ ˇˇtr : Ar,i “ Σr,iWJr uˇˇ.
Then by the discussion above we see that the bound of }śl2r“l1 Ar,i}2 has a term pC1Lτqp1 granted
by the matrices of the form rΣr,ipĂWr ´WrqJ. In addition, if p2 ą p1 ` 1, then the bound also has
a term C1L
a
s logpMq{m with power at least p2 ´ p1 ´ 1. Note that when p1 “ p2 “ 0, we still
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have }śl2r“l1 Ar,i}2 ď C2L for some absolute constant C2. Therefore,››››› l2ź
r“l1
rΣr,iĂWJr
›››››
2
ď C2L`
ÿ
p1`p2`p3“l2´l1`1
p1,p2,p3ě0
pl2 ´ l1 ` 1q!
p1!p2!p3!
¨ pC1Lτqp1 ¨
`
C1L
a
s logpmq{m˘maxtp2´p1´1,0u
ď C2L`
ÿ
p1`p2`p3“l2´l1`1
p1,p2,p3ě0
pl2 ´ l1 ` 1q!
p1!p2!p3!
¨ L´2p1 ¨ L´2 maxtp2´p1´1,0u
ď C2L`
ÿ
p1`p2`p3“l2´l1`1
p1,p2,p3ě0
pl2 ´ l1 ` 1q!
p1!p2!p3!
¨ L´2 maxtp2´1,p1u
ď C2L` L ¨
ÿ
p1`p2`p3“l2´l1`1
p1,p2,p3ě0
pl2 ´ l1 ` 1q!
p1!p2!p3!
¨ L´pp1`p2q ¨ 1p3
ď C2L` L ¨ p1` 2L´1qL
ď pC2 ` e2qL.
This completes the proof.
Lemma B.2. Suppose that W1, . . . ,WL are generated via Gaussian initialization, and all results
(i)-(viii) in Theorem 5.1 hold. For τ ą 0, let ĂW1, . . . ,ĂWL with }ĂWl ´ Wl}2 ď τ , l “ 1, . . . , L
be the perturbed matrices. Let rΣl,i, l “ 1, . . . , L, i “ 1, . . . , n be diagonal matrices satisfying
}rΣl,i´Σl,i}0 ď s and |prΣl,i´Σl,iqjj |, |prΣl,iqjj | ď 1 for all l “ 1, . . . , L, i “ 1, . . . , n and j “ 1, . . . ,ml.
If τ,
a
s logpMq{m ď κL´3 for some small enough absolute constant κ, then
vJ
˜
Lź
r“l
rΣr,iĂWJr
¸
a ď CrL2τ?M ` Las logpMqs.
for any a P Rml´1 satisfying }a}2 “ 1, }a}0 ď s and any 1 ď l ď L, where C is an absolute constant.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma B.1. Again, let Ar,i “ tΣr,iWJr , prΣr,i ´
Σr,iqWJr , rΣr,ipĂWr ´WrqJu, r “ l, . . . , L, then we have
vJ
˜
Lź
r“l
rΣr,iĂWJr
¸
a “ m1{2L ¨
ÿ
Al,iPAl,i,...,AL,iPAL,i
m
´1{2
L v
J
˜
Lź
r“l
Ar,i
¸
a.
Similar to the proof of Lemma B.1, we denote by |Σ| the diagonal matrix with absolute values of
elements of Σ on the corresponding entries. For each sequence Al,i, . . . ,AL,i, denote
pΣr,i “ # |rΣr,i ´Σr,i|, if r ě 2 and Ar´1,i “ prΣr´1,i ´Σr´1,iqWJr´1,
I, otherwise.
Then we have
Lź
r“l
Ar,i “
Lź
r“l
Ar,i pΣr,i.
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When Ar,i “ Σr,iWr for all r “ l, . . . , L, then the bound of m´1{2L vJ
`śL
r“l Ar,i
˘
a is given by
(v) in Theorem 5.1. For all the other terms in the expansion, we consider sequences of the form
Br2,ip
śr2´1
r“r1`1 Σr,iW
J
r qBr1,i, where
Br2,i P tprΣr2,i ´Σr2,iqWJr2 , rΣr2,ipĂWr2 ´Wr2qJ,m´1{2L vJu,
Br1,i P t|rΣr1,i ´Σr1,i|, rΣr1,ipĂWr1 ´Wr1qJ,au.
By (vii) in Theorem 5.1, there exists an absolute constant C1 such that }Br2,ip
śr2´1
r“r1`1 Σr,iW
J
r qBr1,i}2
with different choices of Br1,i and Br2,i have the following bounds:
1. If Br1,i P t|rΣr1,i´Σr1,i|,au, Br2,i P tprΣr2,i´Σr2,iqWJr2 ,m´1{2L vJu, then }Br2,ipśr2´1r“r1`1 Σr,iWJr qBr1,i}2 ď
C1L
a
s logpMq{m.
2. If Br1,i “ rΣr1,ipĂWr1´Wr1qJ, Br2,i “ rΣr2,ipĂWr2´Wr2qJ, then }Br2,ipśr2´1r“r1`1 Σr,iWJr qBr1,i}2 ď
C1Lτ
2
3. Otherwise, }Br2,ip
śr2´1
r“r1`1 Σr,iW
J
r qBr1,i}2 ď C1Lτ .
Let α “ maxtτ,as logpmq{mu Then similar to the proof of Lemma B.1, by (vi) in Theorem 5.1 we
have
m
´1{2
L v
J
˜
l2ź
r“l1
rΣr,iĂWJr
¸
a ď C2L
a
s logpMq{m` I1 ` I2, (B.1)
where C2 is an absolute constant, and
I1 “
L´l`1ÿ
p1“1
L´l`1´p1ÿ
p2“0
ˆ
L´ l ` 1
p1
˙ˆ
L´ l ` 1´ p1
p2
˙
pC1Lτqp1pC1L
a
s logpMq{mqmaxtp2`1´p1,0u,
I2 “
L´l`1ÿ
p2“1
ˆ
L´ l ` 1
p2
˙
pC1L
a
s logpMq{mqp2`1.
For I1, we have
I1 ď C1Lτ ¨
L´l`1ÿ
p1“1
L´l`1´p1ÿ
p2“0
ˆ
L´ l ` 1
p1
˙ˆ
L´ l ` 1´ p1
p2
˙
pC1Lτqp1´1pC1L
a
s logpMq{mqmaxtp2`1´p1,0u
ď C1Lτ ¨
L´l`1ÿ
p1“1
L´l`1´p1ÿ
p2“0
ˆ
L´ l ` 1
p1
˙ˆ
L´ l ` 1´ p1
p2
˙
L´2pp1´1qL´2 maxtp2`1´p1,0u
ď C1Lτ
L´l`1ÿ
p1“1
L´l`1´p1ÿ
p2“0
ˆ
L´ l ` 1
p1
˙ˆ
L´ l ` 1´ p1
p2
˙
L´2 maxtp2,p1´1u
ď C1L2τ
L´l`1ÿ
p1“1
L´l`1´p1ÿ
p2“0
ˆ
L´ l ` 1
p1
˙ˆ
L´ l ` 1´ p1
p2
˙
L´pp1`p2q ¨ 1L´l`1´p1´p2
ď C1L2τ ¨ p1` 2{LqL
ď C1e2L2τ.
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For I2, we have
I2 ď C1L
a
s logpMq{m ¨
L´l`1ÿ
p2“1
ˆ
L´ l ` 1
p2
˙
L´2p2 ď C1eL
a
s logpMq{m.
Plugging the bounds of I1 and I2 into (B.1) completes the proof.
The following lemma is inspired by a similar result given by Allen-Zhu et al. (2018b).
Lemma B.3. Suppose that W1, . . . ,WL are generated via Gaussian initialization, and all results
(i)-(viii) in Theorem 5.1 hold. Let ĂW “ pĂW1, . . . ,ĂWLq, xW “ pxW1, . . . ,xWLq be two collections
of weight matrices satisfying }ĂWl ´Wl}2, }xWl ´Wl}2 ď τ , l “ 1, . . . , L. Let Σl,i, rΣl,i, pΣl,i and
xl,i, rxl,i, pxl,i be the binary matrices and hidden layer outputs at the l-th layer with parameter matri-
ces W,ĂW,xW respectively. Let C0, C 10 be the absolute constants in the bounds of ››śl2r“l1 rΣr,iĂWJr ››2,
1 ď l1 ă l2 ď L and }Wl}2, l “ 1, . . . , L given in Lemma B.1 and (i) in Theorem 5.1 respectively.
Then it holds that
• }pxl,i ´ rxl,i}2 ď CL ¨řlr“1 }xWr ´ ĂWr}2,
• }pΣl,i ´ rΣl,i}0 ď C 1L4{3τ2{3ml,
for all l “ 1, . . . , L and i “ 1, . . . , n, where C “ 2pC0 _ 1q and C 1 “ 8C2{3C 12{30 .
Proof. For all i P t1, . . . , nu and l P t1, . . . , Lu, we prove the following stronger results:
}pxl,i ´ rxl,i}2 ď CL ¨ lÿ
r“1
}xWr ´ ĂWr}2, }rxl,i ´ xl,i}2, }pxl,i ´ xl,i}2 ď CL2τ,
}rΣl,i ´Σl,i}0, }pΣl,i ´Σl,i}0, }pΣl,i ´ rΣl,i}0 ď C 1L4{3τ2{3mr.
We prove the results above by induction in l. Suppose that for r “ 1, . . . , l ´ 1 it holds that
}pxr,i ´ rxr,i}2 ď CL ¨ rÿ
r1“1
}xWr1 ´ ĂWr1}2, }rxr,i ´ xr,i}2, }pxr,i ´ xr,i}2 ď CL2τ,
}rΣr,i ´Σr,i}0, }pΣr,i ´Σr,i}0, }pΣr,i ´ rΣr,i}0 ď C 1L4{3τ2{3mr.
We first prove the bounds for the diagonal matrices. Since }pΣl,i ´ rΣl,i}0 ď }pΣl,i ´Σl,i}0 ` }rΣl,i ´
Σl,i}0, it suffices to show that }pΣl,i ´Σl,i}0, }rΣl,i ´Σl,i}0 ď C 1{2L4{3τ2{3ml. We show that }rΣl,i ´
Σl,i}0 ď C 1{2L4{3τ2{3ml. Then the same bound for }pΣl,i´Σl,i}0 follows from the exact same proof.
To show }rΣl,i ´ Σl,i}0 ď C 1{2L4{3τ2{3ml, it suffices to give upper bound for the number of sign
changes between vectors ĂWlrxl´1,i and Wlxl´1,i. We characterize their difference as follows:
ĂWJl rxl´1,i ´WJl xl´1,i “ pĂWJl ´WJl qxl´1,i ` ĂWJl prxl´1,i ´ xl´1,iq.
Note that we have }ĂWJl ´WJl }2 ď τ , }xl´1,i}2 ď 2 and }ĂWJl }2 ď 2C 10, and by definition we have
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C ě 2, c ě 1. Therefore
}ĂWJl rxl´1,i ´WJl xl´1,i}2 “ ››pĂWJl ´WJl qxl´1,i ` ĂWJl prxl´1,i ´ xl´1,iq››2
ď }ĂWJl ´WJl }2}xl´1,i}2 ` }ĂWJl }2}rxl´1,i ´ xl´1,i}2
ď 2τ ` CcL2τ
ď 2CC 10L2τ.
Let β ą 0 be a parameter, and
Sl,ipβq “ tj : j P rmls, |xwl,j ,xl´1,iy| ď βu
be the set of indices such that the absolute values of the corresponding entries of WJl xl´1,i are
bounded by β. Denote
s
p1q
l,i pβq “ |tj P Sl,ipβq : prwJl,jxl´1,iq ¨ pwJl,jxl´1,iq ă 0u|,
s
p2q
l,i pβq “ |tj P Scl,ipβq : prwJl,jxl´1,iq ¨ pwJl,jxl´1,iq ă 0u|.
Then we have
sl,i “ sp1ql,i pβq ` sp2ql,i pβq.
For s
p1q
l,i pβq, we directly use the upper bound sp1ql,i pβq ď |Sl,ipβq| ď 2m3{2l β given by (iv) in Theo-
rem 5.1. We now focus on the upper bound of s
p2q
l,i pβq. It is clear that if the sign of node j changes,
we must have ˇˇxrwl,j , rxl´1,iy ´ xwl,j ,xl´1,iyˇˇ ě β.
This further implies that
s
p2q
l,i β
2 ď }ĂWJl rxl´1,i ´WJl xl´1,i}22 ď 4C2C 120 L4τ2.
Therefore, we have the following upper bound of }rΣl,i ´Σl,i}0:
}rΣl,i ´Σl,i}0 ď sp1ql,i pβq ` sp2ql,i pβq ď 2m3{2l β ` 4C2C 120 L4τ2β2 .
Setting β “ 2C2{3C 12{30 L4{3τ2{3m´1{2l , we obtain
}rΣl,i ´Σl,i}0 ď 8C2{3C 12{30 L4{3τ2{3ml.
This completes the proof of
}rΣr,i ´Σr,i}0, }pΣr,i ´Σr,i}0, }pΣr,i ´ rΣr,i}0 ď C 1L4{3τ2{3mr.
Now, combining bounds above and the inductive assumption on the bounds of }rΣr,i ´ pΣr,i}0,
r “ 1, . . . , l ´ 1, we show that }pxl,i ´ rxl,i}2 ď CL ¨řlr“1 }xWr ´ ĂWr}2. For l “ 1, . . . , L, we define
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binary matrix qΣl,i as follows:
pqΣl,iqjj :“ ppΣl,i ´ rΣl,iqjj ¨ rwJl,jrxl´1,ipwJl,jpxl´1,i ´ rwJl,jrxl´1,i , j “ 1, . . . ,ml.
It then follows by definition that |ppΣl,i ` qΣl,iqjj |, |pqΣl,iqjj | ď 1 for all j “ 1, . . . ,ml, and
pxl,i ´ rxl,i “ ppΣl,i ` qΣl,iqpxWJl pxl´1,i ´ ĂWJl rxl´1,iq
“ ppΣl,i ` qΣl,iqxWJl ppxl´1,i ´ rxl´1,iq ` ppΣl,i ` qΣl,iqpxWJl ´ ĂWJl qrxl´1,i
“ ¨ ¨ ¨
“
lÿ
r“1
«
lź
t“r`1
ppΣt,i ` qΣt,iqxWJt
ff
ppΣr,i ` qΣr,iqpxWJr ´ ĂWJr qrxr´1,i
and therefore by Lemma B.1, we have
}pxl,i ´ rxl,i}2 ď 2C0L ¨ lÿ
r“1
}xWr ´ ĂWr}2.
With the exact same proof, we have
}pxl,i ´ xl,i}2 ď 2C0L ¨ lÿ
r“1
}xWr ´Wr}2 ď 2C0L2τ,
}rxl,i ´ xl,i}2 ď 2C0L ¨ lÿ
r“1
}ĂWr ´Wr}2 ď 2C0L2τ.
This completes the proof.
Corollary B.4. Let W,ĂW be the collections of Gaussian initialized and perturbed weight matrices
respectively. Define
rSL “ tj P rmLs : there exists i P rns such that prΣL,i ´ΣL,iqjj ‰ 0u.
Then under the same assumptions as Lemma B.3, it holds that
| rSL| ď CnL4{3τ2{3mL,
where C is an absolute constant.
Proof of Corollary B.4. The result directly follows by the bound of }rΣL,i´ΣL,i}0 given by Lemma B.3.
Lemma B.5. Suppose that W1, . . . ,WL are generated via Gaussian initialization, and all results
(i) to (viii) hold. If }ĂWl ´ Wl}2 ď τ “ O`φ3{2n´3L´2˘ for all l, then there exists an absolute
constant C such that
}∇WLrLSpĂWqs}2F ě CmLφn5
ˆ nÿ
i“1
`1pyiryiq˙2.
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Proof of Lemma B.5. Define
gj “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
`1pyiryiqyivjσ1pxwL,j ,xL´1,iyqxL´1,i,
where ryi “ fĂWpxiq denotes the output of the network using the perturbed weight matrices. By
(viii) in Theorem 5.1, the inequality
}gj}2 ě C1 max
i
|`1pyiryiq|
holds for at least C2mLφ{n nodes, where C1, C2 ą 0 are positive absolute constants. Moreover, we
rewrite the gradient ∇WL,jLSpĂWq as follows:
∇WL,jLSpĂWq “ 1n
nÿ
i“1
`1pyiryiqyivjσ1pxrwL,j , rxL´1,iyqrxL´1,i.
Let bi,j “ `1pyiryiqyivj , we have
}gj}2 ´ }∇WL,jLSpĂWq}2
ď
›››› 1n
nÿ
i“1
bi,j
`
σ1pxrwL,j , rxL´1,iyqrxL´1,i ´ σ1pxwL,j ,xL´1,iyqxL´1,i˘››››
2
ď
›››› 1n
nÿ
i“1
bi,j
”`
σ1pxrwL,j , rxL´1,iyq ´ σ1pxwL,j ,xL´1,iy˘xL´1,i ` σ1pxrwL,j , rxL´1,iyqprxL´1,i ´ xL´1,iqı››››
2
.
According to Lemma B.3, the number of nodes satisfying σ1pxrwL,j , rxL´1,iyq ´ σ1pxwL,j ,xL´1,iy ‰ 0
for at least one i is at most C3nL
4{3τ2{3mL, where C3 is an absolute constant. For the rest of the
nodes in this layer, we have
}gj}2 ´ }∇WL,jLSpĂWq}2 ď ›››› 1n
nÿ
i“1
bi,jσ
1pxrwL,j , rxL´1,iyqprxL´1,i ´ xL´1,iq››››
2
ď 1
n
nÿ
i“1
C4L
2τ |bi,j |
ď C4L2τ max
i
|`1pyiryiq|,
where C4 is an absolute constant, the first inequality holds since these nodes satisfy σ
1pxrwL,j , rxL´1,iyq´
σ1pxwL,j ,xL´1,iy “ 0 for all i, the second inequality follows from Lemma B.3 and triangle inequality.
Let
τ ď
ˆ
C2φ
2C3n2L4{3
˙3{2
^ C1
2L2C4
“ O`φ3{2n´3L´2˘.
Note that we have at least C2mLφ{n nodes satisfying }gj}2 ě C1 maxi |`1pyiryiq|, thus there are at
least C2mLφ{n´ C3nL4{3τ2{3mL “ C2mLφ{p2nq nodes satisfying
}∇WL,jLSpĂWq}2 ě C1 max
i
|`1pyiryiq| ´ C4L2τ max
i
|`1pyiryiq| ě C1 maxi |`1pyiryiq|
2
.
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Therefore,
}∇WLLSpĂWq}2F “ mLÿ
j“1
}∇WL,jLSpĂWq}22
ě C2φmL
2n
ˆ
C1 maxi |`1pyipypkqi qyivj |
2
˙2
ě C2C
2
1φmL
8n5
ˆ nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi q˙2,
where the last inequality follows from the fact that `1p¨q ă 0 and |yivj | “ 1. Let C “ C2C21{8, we
complete the proof.
Lemma B.6. If }ĂWl ´ Wl}2 ď τ , there exists an absolute constant C such that the following
bounds hold on the norm of the partial gradient ∇WlrLSpĂWqs and stochastic partial gradient rGl:
››∇WlrLSpĂWqs››2 ď ´CL2M1{2n
nÿ
i“1
`1pyiryiq and ›› rGl››2 ď ´CL2M1{2B ÿ
iPB
`1pyiryiq,
where ryi “ fĂWpxiq, B “ |B| denotes the minibatch size.
Proof of Lemma B.6. For the training example pxi, yiq, let ryi “ fĂWpxiq, the gradient ∇Wl`pyiryiq
can be written as follows,
∇Wl`pyiryiq “ `1pyiryiqyi∇WlrfĂWpxiqs
“ `1pyiryiqyirxl´1,ivJ
˜
Lź
r“l`1
rΣr,iĂWJl
¸rΣl,i.
Note that by Lemma B.1, there exists an absolute constant C1 such that }śl2r“l1 rΣr,iĂWr}2 ď C1L.
Hence, we have the following upper bound on
››∇Wl`pyiryiq››2,
››∇Wl`pyiryiq››2 ď ´`1pyiryiq
››››› l´1ź
r“1
rΣr,iĂWJr xi
›››››
2
››››› Lź
r“l`1
rΣr,iĂWJl
›››››
2
}v}2
ď ´`1pyiryiqC21L2M1{2,
where the last inequality follows from the fact that }v}2 “ m1{2L ď M1{2. Moreover, we have the
following for ∇WlrLSpĂWqs:
››∇WlrLSpĂWqs››2 “
››››› 1n
nÿ
i“1
∇Wl`pyiryiq
›››››
2
ď 1
n
nÿ
i“1
››∇Wl`pyiryiq››2 ď ´C21L2M1{2n
nÿ
i“1
`1pyiryiq.
Similarly, regarding the stochastic gradient rGl, we have
›› rGl››2 “
››››› 1B ÿ
iPB
∇Wl`pyiryiq
›››››
2
ď 1
B
ÿ
iPB
››∇Wl`pyiryiq››2 ď ´C21L2M1{2B ÿ
iPB
`1pyiryiq.
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This completes the proof.
C Proof of Technical Lemmas in Section 5
C.1 Proof of Lemma 5.4
Lemma C.1. Consider two positive constants a and b. For any p P r0, 1{2qYp1{2, 1s, the following
inequality holds:
a´ b
b2p
ě a
1´2p ´ b1´2p
1´ 2p .
Lemma C.2. Let W
p0q
1 , . . . ,W
p0q
L be generated via Gaussian random initialization. Let W
pkq “
tWpkql ul“1,...,L be the k-th iterate in the gradient descent. Assume all iterates are in the perturbation
region centering at W0 with radius τ , i.e., }Wpkql ´Wp0ql }2 ď τ holds for any k ď K and l P rLs,
where K is the maximum iteration number. Assume all results in Theorem 5.3 hold, there exist
absolute constants C, C 1 and C2 such that the following upper and lower bounds on ∆pkqi “
yippypk`1qi ´ pypkqi q hold:
∆
pkq
i ď ´
CL4Mη
n
nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi q; (C.1)
∆
pkq
i ě
C 1L17{3τ1{3Mη ¨alogpMq ` C2L9M2η2
n
nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi q ` Lÿ
l“1
yiul,i, (C.2)
where
ul,i “ ´ηvJ
ˆ Lź
r“l`1
Σ
pkq
r,i W
pkqJ
r
˙
Σ
pkq
l,i
`∇WlrLSpWpkqqs˘Jxpkql´1,i.
Proof of Lemma 5.4. Note that `pxq is λ-smooth, thus the following holds for any ∆ and x,
`px`∆q ď `pxq ` `1pxq∆` λ
2
∆2.
Then we have the following upper bound on LSpWpk`1qq ´ LSpWpkqq,
LSpWpk`1qq ´ LSpWpkqq “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
”
`
`
yipypk`1qi ˘´ ``yipypkqi ˘ı
ď 1
n
nÿ
i“1
”
`1pyipypkqi q∆pkqi ` λ2 p∆pkqi q2ı, (C.3)
where ∆
pkq
i “ yi
`pypk`1qi ´ pypkqi ˘. By Lemma C.2, we know that there exist constants C1 and C2 such
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that
LSpWpk`1qq ´ LSpWpkqq ď C1L
17{3τ1{3M
a
logpMqη ` C2L9M2η2
n2
ˆ nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi q˙2
` 1
n
Lÿ
l“1
nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi qyiul,i. (C.4)
Moreover, using the definition of ul,i in Lemma C.2, we have
1
n
nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi qyiul,i “ ´ηn
nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi qyivJˆ Lź
r“l`1
Σ
pkq
r,i W
pkqJ
r
˙
Σ
pkq
l,i
`∇WlrLSpWpkqqs˘Jxpkql´1,i
“ ´η
n
nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi qyivJˆ Lź
r“l`1
Σ
pkq
r,i W
pkqJ
r
˙
Σ
pkq
l,i
¨
ˆ
1
n
nÿ
j“1
`1pyjpypkqj qyjxpkql´1,jvJˆ Lź
r“l`1
Σ
pkq
r,j W
pkqJ
r
˙
Σ
pkq
l,i
˙J
x
pkq
l´1,i,
“ ´ η
n2
›››› nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi qyixpkql´1,ivJˆ Lź
r“l`1
Σ
pkq
r,i W
pkqJ
r
˙
Σ
pkq
l,i
››››2
F
“ ´η}∇WlrLSpWpkqqs}2F .
Then, plugging the above result into (C.4) gives
1
n
nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi q∆pkqi
ď ´η
Lÿ
l“1
}∇WlLSpWpkqq}2F `
C1L
17{3τ1{3M
a
logpMqη ` C2L9M2η2
n2
ˆ nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi q˙2. (C.5)
Note that by Lemma B.5, we know that there exists a constant c0 such that
}∇WLLSpWpkqq}2F ě
c0mφ
n5
ˆ nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi q˙2.
We only take advantage of the gradient of the weight matrix in the last hidden layer to make loss
function decrease. Thus, substituting the above inequality into (C.5), we obtain
LSpWpk`1qq ´ LSpWpkqq
ď
ˆ
´ η c0mφ{n
3 ´ C1L17{3τ1{3M
a
logpMq
n2
` η2C2L
9M2
n2
˙ˆ nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi q˙2.
Then we set
τ ď
ˆ
c0mφ
4C1L17{3n3M
a
logpMq
˙3
“ rOpn´9L´17φ9q,
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and
η ď c0mφ
4C2n3L9M2
“ Opn´3L´9M´1φq,
which leads to,
LSpWpk`1qq ´ LSpWpkqq ď ´η c0mφ
2n5
ˆ nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi q˙2. (C.6)
According to Assumption 3.2, we know that
´
nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi q ě min"α0, nÿ
i“1
α1`
ppyipypkqi q* ě min  α0, npLpSpWpkqq(.
Note that minta, bu ě 1{p1{a ` 1{bq, we have the following by plugging the above inequality into
(C.6)
LSpWpk`1qq ´ LSpWpkqq ď ´ηmin
"
c0mφα
2
0
2n5
,
c0mφα
2
1
2n5´2p L
2p
S pWpkqq
*
ď ´η
ˆ
2n5
c0mφα20
` 2n
5´2p
c0mφα21L
2p
S pWpkqq
˙´1
.
Rearranging terms gives
2n5
c0mφα20
`
LSpWpk`1qq ´ LSpWpkqq
˘` 2n5´2p`LSpWpk`1qq ´ LSpWpkqq˘
c0mφα21L
2p
S pWpkqq
ď ´η. (C.7)
When p ‰ 1{2, we have the following by Lemma C.1
2n5
c0mφα20
`
LSpWpk`1qq ´ LSpWpkqq
˘` 2n5´2p`L1´2pS pWpk`1qq ´ L1´2pS pWpkqq˘
c0mφα21p1´ 2pq
ď ´η.
Then taking telescope sum over k and rearranging terms give
kη ď 2n
5
c0mφα20
`
LSpWp0qq ´ LSpWpkqq
˘` 2n5´2p`L1´2pS pWp0qq ´ L1´2pS pWpkqq˘p1´ 2pqc0mφα21
ď 2n
5
c0mφα20
LSpWp0qq ` 2n
5´2p`L1´2pS pWp0qq ´ L1´2pS pWpkqq˘
p1´ 2pqc0mφα21
. (C.8)
When p “ 1{2, we have
LSpWpk`1qq ´ LSpWpkqq
LSpWpkqq ě log
`
LSpWpk`1qq
˘´ log `LSpWpkqq˘,
which implies the following from (C.7),
2n5
c0mφα20
`
LSpWpk`1qq ´ LSpWpkqq
˘` 2n5´2p` log `LSpWpk`1q˘q ´ log `LSpWpkqq˘˘
c0mφα21
ď ´η.
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Similarly, taking telescope sum and rearranging terms give
kη ď 2n
5
c0mφα20
LSpWp0qq ` 2n
5´2p` log `LSpWp0qq˘´ log `LSpWpkqq˘˘
c0mφα21
. (C.9)
Now we need to guarantee that after K gradient descent steps the loss function LSpWpKqq is smaller
than the target accuracy . By (iii), we know that the output y
p0q
i is in the order of
rOp1q, which
implies that the training loss LSpWp0qq “ rOp1q due to the smoothness assumption. Therefore, by
(C.8) and (C.9), we require the following in terms of Kη,
Kη “
$’&’%
rΩ`n5{pmφα20q ` n5´2p{pmφq˘ 0 ď p ă 12rΩ`n5{pmφα20q˘` rΩpn4{pmφq˘ ¨ Ω` logp1{qq p “ 12rΩ`n5{pmφα20q ` n5´2p1´2p{pmφq˘ 12 ă p ď 1. (C.10)
Here we preserve the parameter α0 since it might take on value 8. When α0 “ 8, we can remove
the term n5{pmφα20q in (C.10) since it becomes zero. When α0 ă 8, we treat it as a constant of
order Op1q. This completes the proof.
D Proof of Lemma 5.5
Proof of Lemma 5.5. We prove this lemma by induction. Assume the argument holds for any t ă k,
thus according to (C.6), we have
LSpWpt`1qq ´ LSpWptqq ď ´c0mφη
2n5
ˆ nÿ
i“1
`1pyipyptqi q˙2, (D.1)
for any t ă k, where c0 is an absolute constant. Moreover, by Lemma B.6, we have
}Wpt`1ql ´Wptql }2 ď η}∇WlLSpWptqq}2
ď ´c1L
2M1{2η
n
nÿ
i“1
`1pyipyptqi q,
where c1 is an absolute constant. Therefore, we have
}Wpkql ´Wp0ql }2 ď η
k´1ÿ
t“0
››∇WlLSpWptqq››2
ď η
gffek k´1ÿ
t“0
››∇WlLSpWptqq››22
ď η
gffekc21L4M k´1ÿ
t“0
ˆ
1
n
nÿ
i“1
`1pyipyptqi q˙2.
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According to (D.1), it follows that
}Wpkql ´Wp0ql }2 ď
gffe2kηc21L4Mn3
c0mφ
k´1ÿ
t“0
“
LSpWpkqq ´ LSpWpk`1qq
‰
ď
d
2kηc21L
4Mn3
c0mφ
LSpWp0qq.
Thus if
kη ď τ
2c0mφ
2c21L
4Mn3LSpWp0qq “ O
`
τ2φL´4n´3
˘
,
it follows that }Wpkq ´Wp0ql }2 ď τ . This completes the proof.
D.1 Proof of Lemma 5.6
The following three lemmas are necessary to prove Lemma 5.6.
Lemma D.1. Let W01, . . . ,W
p0q
L be generated via Gaussian random initialization. Let W
pkq “
tWpkql ul“1,...,L be the k-th iterate in the stochastic gradient descent. Assume there exist two con-
stants τ, s ą 0 satisfying τ ď κL´3 and as logpMq{m ď κL´3 for some small enough absolute
constant κ such that }Wpkql ´Wp0ql }2 ď τ and }Σpkql,i ´Σp0ql,i }0 ď s hold for any k ď K and l P rLs,
where K is the maximum iteration number. If M “ rΩp1q, there exist absolute constants C, C 1 and
C2 such that the following upper and lower bounds on r∆pkqi “ yippypk`1qi ´ pypkqi q hold:
r∆pkqi ď ´CL4MηB ÿ
iPBpkq
`1pyipypkqi q; (D.2)
r∆pkqi ě C 1L17{3τ1{3Mη ¨alogpMq ` C2L9M2η2B ÿ
iPBpkq
`1pyipypkqi q ` Lÿ
l“1
yiul,i, (D.3)
where Bpkq with |Bpkq| “ B denotes the set of minibatch for stochastic gradient calculation in the
k-th iteration, and
ul,i “ ´ηvJ
ˆ Lź
r“l`1
Σ
pkq
r,i W
pkqJ
r
˙
Σ
pkq
l,i G
pkqJ
l x
pkq
l´1,i.
where G
pkq
l denotes the stochastic partial gradient with respect to W
pkq
l .
Lemma D.2. Regarding n random variables u1, . . . , un satisfying
řn
i“1 ui “ 0. Let B P rns denote
a subset of rns and |B| “ B ď n, the following holds,
E
„ˆ
1
B
ÿ
iPB
ui
˙2
ď 1
B
E
“
u2i
‰
.
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Lemma D.3. Under Assumptions 4.4, with probability at least 1 ´ δ, there exists an absolute
constant C such that the output of the stochastic gradient descent, i.e., Wpkq, satisfies
L1´2pS pWpkqq
1´ 2p ď
E
“
L1´2pS pWpkqq
‰
1´ 2p `
a
2k logp1{δqCnL
4Mη
B
.
when p ‰ 1{2 and
logpLSpWpkqqq ď E
“
logpLSpWpkqqq
‰`a2k logp1{δqCnL4Mη
B
.
Proof of Lemma 5.6. By Assumption 3.3, LSpWpk`1qq´LSpWpkqq can be upper bounded as follows,
LSpWpk`1qq ´ LSpWpkqq “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
”
`
`
yipypk`1qi ˘´ ``yipypkqi ˘ı
ď 1
n
nÿ
i“1
”
`1pyipypkqi qr∆pkqi ` λ2 pr∆pkqi q2ı, (D.4)
where r∆pkqi “ yi`pypk`1qi ´ pypkqi ˘. Then taking expectation conditioning on Wpkq gives
E
“
LSpWpk`1qq|Wpkq
‰´ LSpWpkqq ď 1
n
nÿ
i“1
”
`1pyipypkqi qE“r∆pkqi |Wpkq‰` λ2E“pr∆pkqi q2|Wpkq‰ı.
Note that the lower bound of Err∆pkqi |Wpkqs provided in Lemma D.1 is identical to (E.2) in Lemma
C.2. Therefore, there exist absolute constants C1 and C2 such that
1
n
nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi qE“r∆pkqi |Wpkq‰
ď 1
n
Lÿ
l“1
nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi qyiul,i ` C1L17{3τ1{3MalogpMqη ` C2L9M2η2n2
ˆ nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi q˙2
ď ´η}∇WLrLSpWpkqqs}2F `
C1L
17{3τ1{3M
a
logpMqη ` C2L9M2η2
n2
ˆ nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi q˙2. (D.5)
In terms of E
“pr∆pkqi q2|Wpkq‰, we bound it as follows based on (D.2) in Lemma D.1
E
“pr∆pkqi q2|Wpkq‰ ď C2L8M2η2E„ˆ 1B ÿ
iPBpkq
`1pyipypkqi q˙2|Wpkq, (D.6)
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where C2 is an absolute constant. By Lemma D.2, we have
E
„ˆ
1
B
ÿ
iPBpkq
`1pyipypkqi q˙|Wpkq “ E„ˆ 1B ÿ
iPBpkq
`1pyipypkqi q ´ 1n
nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi q˙2|Wpkq
`
ˆ
1
n
nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi q˙2
ď 1
nB
nÿ
i“1
“
`1pyipypkqi q‰2 ` ˆ 1n
nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi q˙2
ď 2
nB
ˆ nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi q˙2,
where the last inequality holds since přni“1 ziq2 ě řni“1 z2i for any z1, . . . , zn ě 0. Plugging this into
(D.6), we obtain
E
“pr∆pkqi q2|Wpkq‰ ď 2C2L8M2η2nB
ˆ nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi q˙2. (D.7)
Combining (D.7) and (D.5) and then plugging into (D.4), we have
E
“
LSpWpk`1qq|Wpkq
‰´ LSpWpkqq
ď ´η}∇WLLSpWpkqq}2F `
C1L
17{3τ1{3M
a
logpMqη
n2
` C3L
9M2η2
nB
ˆ nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi q˙2, (D.8)
where C3 is an absolute constant, and we use the fact that B ď n. By Lemma B.5, there exists a
positive constant c0 such that
}∇WLLSpWpkqq}2F ě
c0mLφ
n5
ˆ nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi q˙2.
Substituting this into (D.8), we obtain
E
“
LSpWpk`1qq|Wpkq
‰´ LSpWpkqq
ď
„
´ η
ˆ
c0mφ
n5
´ C1L
17{3τ1{3M
a
logpMq
n2
˙
` η2C3L
9M2
nB
ˆ nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi q˙2.
Then we set
τ ď
ˆ
c0mφ
4C1L17{3n3M
a
logpMq
˙3
“ rOpn´9L´17φ3q,
and
η ď c0mφB
4C3n4L9M2
“ OpBn´4L´9M´1φq.
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Therefore, after one-step stochastic gradient descent, we have
E
“
LSpWpk`1qq|Wpkq
‰´ LSpWpkqq ď ´η c0mφ
2n5
ˆ nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi q˙2. (D.9)
Similar to the analysis for gradient descent, we have
´
nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi q ě min  α0, npLpSpWpkqq(,
which yields
E
“
LSpWpk`1qq|Wpkq
‰´ LSpWpkqq ď ´ηˆ 2n5
c0mφα20
` 2n
5´2p
c0mφα21L
2p
S pWpkqq
˙´1
,
where we use the fact that minta, bu ě 1{p1{a ` 1{bq. When p ‰ 1{2, rearranging terms and
applying Lemma C.1 give
2n5
c0mφα20
`
E
“
LSpWpk`1qq|Wpkq
‰´ LSpWpkqq˘` 2n5´2p`E“LSpWpk`1qq|Wpkq‰1´2p ´ L1´2pS pWpkqq˘p1´ 2pqc0mφα21 ď ´η.
Using Jensen’s inequality Erxs1´2p{p1 ´ 2pq ě Erx1´2ps{p1 ´ 2pq and further taking expectation
over Wpkq, we have
2n5
c0mφα20
`
E
“
LSpWpk`1qq
‰´ E“LSpWpkqq‰˘` 2n5´2p`E“L1´2pS pWpk`1qq‰´ E“L1´2pS pWpkqq‰˘p1´ 2pqc0mφα21 ď ´η.
Then we take telescope sum over k on both sides, and obtain
kη ď 2n
5
c0mφα20
LSpWp0qq ` 2n
5´2p`L1´2pS pWp0qq ´ E“L1´2pS pWpkqq‰˘
p1´ 2pqc0mφα21
. (D.10)
Similar to the proof for gradient descent, when p “ 1{2, it is easy to show that
kη ď 2n
5
c0mφα20
LSpWp0qq ` 2n
5´2p` log `LSpWp0qq˘´ E“ log `LSpWpkqq˘‰˘
c0mφα21
. (D.11)
Set the step size η “ OpφM´1n2p´5q and plug the results in Lemma D.3 into (D.10), with proba-
bility at least 1´ δ, there exists an absolute constant c1 such that
kη ´
a
k logp1{δqc1n6´2pL4η
c0Bφ
ď 2n
5
c0mφα20
LSpWp0qq ` 2n
5´2p`L1´2pS pWp0qq ´ L1´2pS pWpkqq˘
p1´ 2pqc0mφα21
when p ‰ 1{2 and
kη ´
a
k logp1{δqc1n6´2pL4η
c0Bφ
ď 2n
5
c0mφα20
LSpWp0qq ` 2n
5´2p` log `LSpWp0qq˘´ log `LSpWpkqq˘˘
c0mφα21
,
when p “ 1{2. Then it requires to set k “ rΩpn12´4pB´2φ´2q to make the L.H.S. of the above two
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inequalities be lower bounded by c2kη, where c2 P p0, 1q is an absolute constant. Moreover, in order
to guarantee that LSpWpkqq ď , it suffices to set the quantity kη as follows,
kη “
$’&’%
rΩ`n5{pmφα20q ` n5´2p{pmφq˘ 0 ď p ă 12rΩ`n5{pmφα20q˘` rΩpn4{pmφq˘ ¨ Ω` logp1{qq p “ 12rΩ`n5{pmφα20q ` n5´2p1´2p{pmφq˘ 12 ă p ď 1. (D.12)
Similar to the proof of Lemma 5.4, by setting α0 “ 8 or α0 “ Op1q, we are able to complete the
proof.
D.2 Proof of Lemma 5.7
Proof of Lemma 5.7. We first prove that during the stochastic gradient descent, the derivative
|`1pyipypkqi q| is upper bounded by some constant for all i. According to Assumption 4.4, it is clear
that when ρ0 ă 8, |`1pyipypkqi q| is spontaneously upper bounded by the constant ρ0. Therefore, the
rest proofs are established by assuming α0 “ ρ0 “ 8. Then by (D.10) and (D.11), we have
E
“
L1´2pS pWpkqq
‰
1´ 2p ď
L1´2pS pWp0qq
1´ 2p ´
c0mφα
2
1kη
2n5´2p , (D.13)
when p ‰ 1{2 and
E
“
log
`
LSpWpkqq
˘‰ ď log `LSpWp0qq˘´ c0mφα21kη
2n5´2p , (D.14)
when p “ 1{2. We tackle these two cases separately.
Case p ą 1{2: Then by Lemma D.3, with probability at least 1´ δ, there exists an absolute
constant c1 such that the following holds
L1´2pS pWpkqq
1´ 2p ď
E
“
L1´2pS pWpkqq
‰
1´ 2p `
a
2k logp1{δqc1nL
4mη
B
.
Combining with (D.13), the following holds with probability at least 1´ δ
L1´2pS pWpkqq
1´ 2p ď
L1´2pS pWp0qq
1´ 2p ´
c0mα
2
0φkη
2n5´2p `
a
2k logp1{δqC2nL
4mη
B
ď L
1´2p
S pWp0qq
1´ 2p `
logp1{δqc21L8mn7´2pη
c0B2α20φ
. (D.15)
Note that LSpWp0qq “ rOp1q, then we can choose the step size η “ Opφm´1n2p´7L´8B2q such that
the second term on the R.H.S. of (D.15) is upper bounded by |L1´2pS pWp0qq{p2 ´ 4pq|. Therefore,
with probability at least 1´ δ,
L1´2pS pWpkqq
1´ 2p ď max
"
L1´2pS pWp0qq
2´ 4p ,
3L1´2pS pWp0qq
2´ 4p
*
,
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which is equivalent to
LSpWpkqq ď max
"
1
21{p1´2pq
,
ˆ
3
2
˙1{p1´2pq*
LSpWp0qq.
Since we have p P r0, 1{2qYp1{2, 1s, and LSpWp0qq “ rOp1q, LSpWpkqq “ rOp1q holds with probability
at least 1´ δ.
Case p “ 1{2: By Lemma D.3, with probability at least 1´ δ,
logpLSpWpkqqq ď E
“
logpLSpWpkqqq
‰`a2k logp1{δqc1nL4mη
B
(D.16)
Combining with (D.14), we can set η “ Opφm´1n2p´7L´8B2q, and thus
logpLSpWpkqqq ď maxt1{2 logpLSpWp0qqq, 2 logpLSpWp0qqqu
holds with probability at least 1´ δ. Therefore, with probability at least 1´ δ, we have
LSpWpkqq ď max
 
L2SpWp0qq, L1{2S pWp0qq
( “ rOp1q.
Now we have proved that LSpWpkqq “ rOp1q with probability at least 1 ´ δ for one particular k.
Then take union bound, we have LSpWpkqq “ rOp1q for all k ď K with probability at least 1´Kδ.
Moreover, when ρ0 “ 8, we have
´
ÿ
iPBpkq
`1pyipypkqi q ď ρ1 ÿ
iPBpkq
`ppyipypkqi q ď ρ1nLpSpWpkqq “ rOpnq,
where the second inequality is due to
řn
i“1 `ppxq ď n
`
1{nřni“1 `pxq˘p when p ď 1. By Lemma B.6,
we first assume that Wpkq is in the perturbation region centering at Wp0q with radius τ , and obtain
the following upper bound for the stochastic gradient G
pkq
l ,
}Gpkql }2 ď ´
CL2M1{2
B
ÿ
iPBpkq
`1pyipypkqi q “ rOpL2M1{2nq,
where C is an absolute constant. Then we finalize the proof based on two cases: α0 “ 8 and
α0 ă 8. When α0 ă 8, since
}Wpkql ´Wp0ql }2 ď kη
k´1ÿ
t“0
}Gpkql }2,
by induction it is easy to show that there exists T “ rOpτL´2M´1{2n´1q such that for any k
and η “ Opφm´1n2p´7L´8B2q satisfying kη ď T , it holds that }Wpkql ´ Wp0q}2 ď τ for any l,
i.e., Wpkq is in the preset perturbation region with radius τ . When α0 ă 8, we have }Gpkql }2 ď
´C1L2M1{2ρ0 “ OpL2M1{2q, where C1 is an absolute constant. Thus, it can be show that for any
k and η satisfying kη ď T “ OpτL´2M´1{2q, we have }Wpkql ´Wp0ql }2 ď τ . This completes the
proof.
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E Proof of Auxiliary Lemmas
E.1 Proof of Lemma C.1
Proof of Lemma C.1. It is simple to verify that function fpxq “ x1´2p{p1 ´ 2pq is concave when
p P r0, 1{2q Y p1{2, 1s. Thus we have
a1´2p ´ b1´2p
1´ 2p “ fpaq ´ fpbq ď f
1pbqpa´ bq “ b´2ppa´ bq.
This completes the proof.
E.2 Proof of Lemma C.2
Proof of Lemma C.2. The upper bound of |∆pkqi | can be derived straightforwardly. By (ii) in The-
orem 5.3, we know that there exists a constant C1 such that
}xpk`1qL,i ´ xpkqL,i}2 ď C1L ¨
Lÿ
l“1
}Wpk`1ql ´Wpkql }2 “ C1Lη
Lÿ
l“1
››∇WlrLSpWpkqqs››2.
By (viii) in Theorem 5.3, we further have
}xpk`1qL,i ´ xpkqL,i}2 ď ´
C2L
4M1{2η
n
nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi q, (E.1)
where C2 is an absolute constant. Therefore, it follows that
|∆pkqi | “ |yivJpxpk`1qL,i ´ xpkqL,iq| ď }v}2}xpk`1qL,i ´ xpkqL,i}2 ď ´
C2L
4Mη
n
nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi q,
where we use the fact that }v}2 ďM1{2.
In what follows we are going to prove the lower bound of ∆
pkq
i . Based on the definition of ∆
pkq
i ,
we have
∆
pkq
i “ yivJ
ˆ Lź
l“1
Σ
pk`1q
l,i W
pk`1qJ
l
˙
xi ´ yivJ
ˆ Lź
l“1
Σ
pkq
l,i W
pkqJ
l
˙
xi
“ yivJ
Lÿ
l“1
ˆ Lź
r“l`1
Σ
pkq
r,i W
pkqJ
r
˙`
Σ
pk`1q
l,i W
k`1
l ´Σpkql,i WpkqJl
˘
x
pk`1q
l´1,i
“ yi
Lÿ
l“1
vJ
ˆ Lź
r“l`1
Σ
pkq
r,i W
pkqJ
r
˙
pΣpk`1ql,i ´Σpkql,i qWpk`1qJl xpk`1ql´1,iloooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
I1l,i
` yi
Lÿ
l“1
vJ
ˆ Lź
r“l`1
Σ
pkq
r,i W
pkqJ
r
˙
Σ
pkq
l,i pWpk`1qJl ´WpkqJl qxpk`1ql´1,iloooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
I2l,i
. (E.2)
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We first tackle I1l,i. Note that››pΣpk`1ql,i ´Σpkql,i qWpk`1qJl xpk`1ql´1,i ››2 ď }Wpk`1qJl xpk`1ql´1,i ´WpkqJl xpkql´1,i}2
ď }Wpk`1qJl ´WpkqJl }2}xpk`1ql´1,i }2 ` }Wpkql }2}xpk`1ql´1,i ´ xpkql´1,i}2
“ η}∇WlrLSpWpkqqs}2}xpk`1ql´1,i }2 ` }Wpkql }2}xpk`1ql´1,i ´ xpkql´1,i}2
ď ´C3L
4M1{2η
n
nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi q, (E.3)
where C3 is an absolute constant and the last inequality follows from (viii) in Theorem 5.3 and
(E.1). Moreover, according to Lemma (vi), for any vector a with }a}0 ď s, the following holds,››››vJˆ Lź
r“l`1
Σ
pkq
r,i W
pkqJ
r
˙
a
››››
2
ď C4L5{3τ1{3 ¨
a
M logpMq ¨ }a}2,
where C4 is an absolute constant. Then let a “ pΣpk`1ql,i ´Σpkql,i qWpk`1qJl xpk`1ql´1,i and apply (E.3), we
get the following bound of |I1l,i|
|I1l,1| ď ´
C5L
17{3τ1{3η ¨aM2 logpMq
n
nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi q, (E.4)
where C5 “ C3 ¨C4 is an absolute constant. Then we pay attention to I2l,i. Using Wpk`1ql ´Wpkql “
´η∇WlrLSpWpkqqs, we have
I2l,i “ ´ηvJ
ˆ Lź
r“l`1
Σ
pkq
r,i W
pkqJ
r
˙
Σ
pkq
l,i
`∇WlrLSpWpkqqs˘Jpxpk`1ql´1,i ´ xpkql´1,iqlooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
I3l,i
,
´ ηvJ
ˆ Lź
r“l`1
Σ
pkq
r,i W
pkqJ
r
˙
Σ
pkq
l,i
`∇WlrLSpWpkqqs˘Jxpkql´1,iloooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
I4l,i
(E.5)
We now proceed to bound }I3l,i}2. Based on Lemma B.6 and (E.1), we have
|I3l,i| ď η}v}2
›››› Lź
r“l`1
Σ
pkq
r,i W
pkqJ
r
››››
2
}∇WlrLSpWpkqqs}2}xpk`1ql´1,i ´ xpk`1ql´1,i }2
ď C8L
7M3{2η2
n2
ˆ nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi q˙2, (E.6)
where C6 is an absolute constant. Moreover, note that }Wpkql ´Wp0ql }2 ď τ holds for all l, by (ii)
in Theorem 5.3, we have
|pypkqi | ď }v}2}xpkqL,i ´ xp0qL,i}2 ` |pyp0qi | ď C7`L2M1{2τ `alogpn{δq˘,
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where the last inequality follows from (iii) in Theorem 5.1, and C7 is an absolute constant. There-
fore, by Assumption 3.3, we have
|`1pyipypkqi q| ď |`1p0q| ` λ|pypkqi | ď C7λ`L2M1{2τ `alogpn{δq˘` |`1p0q|.
Assume M1{2 ěalog n{δ and τ ď 1, plugging the above inequality into (E.6), we obtain
|I3l,i| ď ´C8L
9M2η2
n
nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi q, (E.7)
where C10 is an absolute constant. Finally, plugging (E.4), (E.5) and (E.7) into (E.2), we have
∆
pkq
i “ yivJ
Lÿ
i“1
pI1l,i ` I3l,i ` I4l,iq
ě
Lÿ
i“1
`´ |vJI1l,i| ´ }v}2}Il,3}2 ` yivJI4l,i˘
ě C7L
17{3τ1{3Mη ¨alogpMq ` C8L9M2η2
n
nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi q ` yiI4l,i.
Let ul,i “ I4l,i we complete the proof.
E.3 Proof of Lemma D.1
Proof of Lemma D.1. This lemma can be proved by following the same technique for proving
Lemma C.2, while we only need to replace the upper bound of }∇WlrLSpWpkqqs}2 with the stochas-
tic gradient }Gpkql } based on (viii) in Theorem 5.3. Since the proof technique of this lemma is
essentially identical to that of Lemma C.2, we omit the detail here.
E.4 Proof of Lemma D.2
Proof of Lemma D.2. For random variables u1, . . . , un, we have
E
„ˆ
1
B
ÿ
iPB
ui
˙2
“ 1
B2
E
„ ÿ
i‰i1,ti,i1uPB
uiui1

` 1
B
E
“
u2i
‰
“ B ´ 1
Bnpn´ 1qE
„ ÿ
i‰i1
uiui1

` 1
B
E
“
u2i
‰
“ B ´ 1
Bnpn´ 1qE
„ˆ nÿ
i“1
ui
˙2
´ B ´ 1
Bpn´ 1qE
“
u2i
‰` 1
B
E
“
u2i
‰
“ n´B
Bpn´ 1qE
“
u2i
‰
ď 1
B
E
“
u2i
‰
,
where the last equality is due to the fact that 1n
řn
i“1 ui “ 0.
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E.5 Proof of Lemma D.3
Proof of Lemma D.3. We prove this Lemma by two cases: p ‰ 1{2 and p “ 1{2.
Case p ‰ 1{2: By (D.4), we have
LSpWpk`1qq ´ LSpWpkqq ď 1
n
nÿ
i“1
„
`1pyipypkqi qr∆pkqi ` λ2 pr∆pkqi q2

.
Using the upper bound of r∆pkqi provided in Lemma D.1, we have
LSpWpk`1qq ´ LSpWpkqq ď C1L
4mη
nB
ˆ nÿ
i“1
`1pyipypkqi q˙2 ď C2nL4mηB L2pS pWpkqq, (E.8)
where C1 and C2 are absolute constant and the last inequality follows from the fact that 1{nřni“1 zpi ď
p1{nřni“1 ziqp for any z1, . . . , zn ě 0. Dividing by L2pS pWpkqq on both sides and applying Lemma
C.1,
L1´2pS pWpk`1qq
1´ 2p ´
L1´2pS pWpkqq
1´ 2p ď
C2nL
4mη
B
.
Then by Azuma’s inequality, we have with probability at least 1´ δ
L1´2pS pWpkqq
1´ 2p ď
E
“
L1´2pS pWpkqq
‰
1´ 2p `
a
2k logp1{δqC2nL
4Mη
B
.
Case p “ 1{2: Similar to (E.8), we can derive the following upper bound on the difference
LSpWpk`1qq ´ LSpWpkqq,
LSpWpk`1qq ´ LSpWpkqq ď C2nL
4mη
B
LSpWpkqq,
which leads to following by using inequality logpxq ď x´ 1,
logpLSpWpk`1qqq ´ logpLSpWpkqqq ď log
ˆ
1` C2nL
4mη
B
˙
ď C2nL
4mη
B
.
Then by Azuma’s inequality, we have with probability at least 1´ δ
logpLSpWpkqqq ď E
“
logpLSpWpkqqq
‰`a2k logp1{δqC2nL4mη
B
.
This completes the proof.
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